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ABSTRACT 
MATHEMATICS OF DOUBLE-WALLED CARBON NANOTUBE MODEL: 
ASYMPTOTIC SPECTRAL AND STABILITY ANALYSIS. 
by 
Miriam Rojas-Arenaza 
University of New Hampshire, September 2009 
Advisor: Dr. Marianna A. Shubov 
This dissertation is devoted to analytical study of a contemporary model of a 
double-walled carbon nano-tube. Carbon nano-tubes have been considered outstand-
ing candidates to innovate and to promote emerging technologies, due to their remark-
able chemical, mechanical, and physical properties. For these technologies, there is 
a need to develop mathematical models that capture the nature of the responses of 
these structures under a variety of physical conditions. Developing these models is 
challenging because the behavior lies on the borderline between classical and quan-
tum systems. The main goal of the present dissertation is to prove mathematically 
rigorous results concerning the vibrational behavior (frequencies and mode shapes) 
of a double walled carbon nano-tube. 
In the dissertation, we assume that the vibrational behavior of a double-walled 
carbon nano-tube can be modeled as a system of two nested Timoshenko beams 
connected through the distributed Van der Waals forces. The model is given as a 
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coupled system of four partial differential equations of the hyperbolic type equipped 
with a four-parameter family of dynamical boundary conditions. We rewrite the 
system of four equations with the set of eight boundary conditions as the first order 
in time evolution equation in the state space of the system (which is a Hilbert space 
of Cauchy data). The dynamics generator of the evolution equation is an 8-by-8 
matrix differential operator, whose spectrum is directly connected to the vibrational 
frequencies of the coupled nano-tubes. 
It is shown that this dynamics generator is an unbounded non-selfadjoint opera-
tor, and is a relatively compact perturbation of a dynamics generator corresponding 
to a system of two uncoupled nano-tubes. The main non-selfadjoint operator has 
compact resolvent, and the set of the eigenvalues splits into distinct branches whose 
representation has been found. Explicit asymptotic formulas for four-branch discrete 
spectrum have been proved. Analytical results are in agreement with physical origin 
of the model and numerical data. 
IX 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last three decades nanoscience has attracted considerable attention from 
the scientific and engineering communities. In particular, carbon nanotubes -due to 
their remarkable chemical, mechanical, and physical properties- have been considered 
outstanding candidates to innovate and to promote emerging technologies. Conse-
quently, there is a need to develop mathematical models that capture the nature of 
the responses of these structures under a variety of physical conditions. One of the 
challenges encountered in the study of carbon nanotubes is that their behavior lies on 
the borderline between classical and quantum systems. Current studies focus in two 
main directions, i.e., the developing of new models, and finding numerical solutions 
for existing models. However, in spite of a tremendous amount of research, there 
are very limited sources on mathematically rigorous results. The present work aims 
to make a contribution in this direction. Namely, we treat a double-walled carbon 
nanotube as a system of two nested Timoshenko beams connected through the rela-
tively weak Van der Waals forces. And we study the spectral properties of the linear 
nonselfadoint operator arising from this model. 
Prior to present mathematical results, we will continue with some information on 
properties and applications of carbon nanotubes, as well as an overview of the models 
that have been proposed for their study. 
1 
Carbon Nanotubes 
Carbon is a very well known element, the essential component of all organics. It forms 
a vast number and variety of compounds, moreover it can form several distinct types 
of valence bonds. As a result it can have different molecular arrangements called 
carbon allotropes. Some of these different arrangements such as diamond, coal, and 
graphite, are very well known. In 1985 researchers at the University of Sussex and Rice 
University discovered a new family of carbon allotropes which they called, fullereness 
(named after American architect Richard Buckminster Fuller) [2]. Fullereness are 
very small structures that comprise a few hundred to a thousand atoms [15]; these 
structures have been found in the form of hollow spheres, ellipsoids or tubes. In 
particular, the discovery of carbon nanotubes has been attributed to the Japanese 
microscopist Sumio Iijima, who discovered them accidentally in 1991 [21, 47, 60] when 
he studied manufacturing methods for fullereness. He found elongated tubes with 
diameters in the nanometer range and lengths in the micron range. The dimensions of 
these diameters and lengths are at the point of juncture between the smallest human 
devices and the largest molecules of living beings. Therefore the sizes of carbon 
nanotubes together with the extraordinary electro-mechanical properties make them 
a promising choice for both replacing existing materials in current applications and 
opening novel technologies [9, 22, 45]. 
Chemical Structure 
The primary structural unit of a nanotube is a hexagonal ring. The ring consists 
of six carbon atoms connected by the so-called a— and n—bonds. Each atom is 
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bonded to its nearest three neighbors. The primary bonds between these atoms 
are the a—bonds. These bonds are very strong and produce the tubes excellent in-
plane properties. The -n—bonds are delocalized bonds and are much weaker. They 
are primarily responsible for the out-of-plane properties, such as the wall bending 
stiffness [17, 43, 45]. 
The nanotube structure depends on the unique properties of its building material, 
carbon. Under intense pressure, carbon atoms form bonds with four neighboring 
carbon atoms, creating the pyramidal arrangement specific for a diamond. But carbon 
regularly forgoes that fourth bond and links up with just three neighbors, creating 
graphite's network of hexagonal rings. This arrangement leaves graphite with a host of 
unpaired electrons, which essentially float above or below the plane of carbon rings. 
In this arrangement, the electrons are more or less free to buzz around graphite's 
surface, which makes the material a good electrical conductor [43, 47]. 
However graphite has one "weak" point, its edges. Carbon atoms at the border 
of a graphite sheet are out of a limb with additional unattached bonds looking for 
something with which to react. That's what makes nanotubes possible. When carbon 
vapor is heated to some 1200 degrees Celsius, carbon rings assemble creating a small 
graphite sheet (see Fig.(la)). But the edges are so energetically unstable that the 
graphite sheet begins to curl until two edges knit themselves together. Additional 
carbon rings come along to form the end caps creating the quintessential nanotube 
(Fig.(lb)) [24, 51]. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1: (a) Graphete Sheet, (b) Formation of a Carbon Nanotube. 
Classification of Carbon Nanotubes 
According to the number of walls nanotubes can be classified as single-walled 
nanotubes (SWNT), consisting of a single graphite sheet seamlessly wrapped into a 
cylindrical tube, and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT), comprise of an array of single-
walled nanotubes that are concentrically nested like rings of a tree trunk (see Fig. 2). 
The tubes found by Iijima were MWNTs. Let us briefly outline some properties of 
each kind of tube [17, 45]. 
Figure 2: Multi-walled Carbon Nanotube. 
Depending on the sheet direction about which the graphite sheet is rolled to 
form the nanotube, SWNT may be either metallic or semiconducting. This direction 
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is termed helicity or chirality. The sheet direction can be expressed in terms of a 
vector, named chiral vector, and usually denoted by CH = nax + ma,2, where ai, a2 
are unit vectors of the hexagonal honeycomb lattice of the graphete sheet. A standard 
way to construct the chiral vector is the following [43]. If one unravels the carbon 
nanotube into a planar sheet, there will be two parallel lines l\ and £2 along the tube 
axis where the separation took place (blue lines on Fig. 3). Let us choose a point on 
one of the lines, £i, where the axis intersects one of the carbon atoms (atom A, Fig. 
3). Next we draw a line, called the armchair line, that travels across each hexagon 
separating them into two equal halves until we intersect the other line, t2. We find 
a point on t2 that intersects an atom nearest the armchair line (atom B on Fig. 3). 
Finally, we connect atoms A and B with the vector that is called the chiral vector. 
The vector h\ lies along a line whose angle is 30° with respect the armchair line, and 
a,2 is a reflection of ax over the armchair line [35, 43]. 
Figure 3: Construction of Chiral Vector. 
Taking into account the integers n and m given by the chiral vector, the nanotube 
is either of the armchair metals (n = m), zigzag (n = 0, or m = 0), or chiral (any 
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other combination of n and m) variety (Fig. 4) [28]. All armchair SWNT are metals, 
those with n — m = 3k, are semi-conductors with a tiny band gap. A band gap refers 
to the energy required to move electrons from the valence band to the conduction 
band. All remaining are semiconductors with a band gap that inversely depends on 
the nanotube diameter. Due to their small-diameter single-walled nanotubes are quite 
stiff and exceptionally strong. 
Figure 4: (a) Armchair, (b) zigzag, and (c) chiral nanotubes. 
In the case of multi-walled carbon nanotubes the individual tubes, or walls, are 
not strongly bonded together; they only interact through the weak Van der Waals 
forces. Within one multi-walled carbon nanotube, SWNTs remain free to slide and 
rotate independently with only small resistive forces. On the one hand, Van der Waals 
forces are weak enough to allow "frictionless" sliding of one tube with respect to the 
other, on the other hand, these are exactly the forces that keep the structure together 
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as a multi-walled carbon nanotube. The individual walls are ideally separated by 3.4 
A, the same distance as the layer separation found in graphite sheets [45]. 
The nearly one-dimensional electronic structure of carbon nanotubes greatly re-
duces the scattering probability, hence electronic transport in metallic SWNT and 
MWNT occurs ballistically over long nanotube lengths, enabling them to carry high 
currents with essentially no heating. 
Some methods to produce SWNT and MWNT are carbon-arc discharge, laser 
ablation of carbon, or chemical vapor deposition (Fig. 5) [17, 19]. 
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Figure 5: Arc-Discharge Device. 
MWNT, produced catalytically by gas-phase pyrolysis, have high defect densities 
compared to those produced by the more expensive carbon-arc process. However, 
the catalytically produced tubes are adequate for many applications, because they 
can be directly synthesized without major contamination by carbonaceous impurities. 
Typically, MWNTs have a considerable number of defects, because as the tubes take 
shape, defects that form get trapped by overlaying tubes. SWNTs, by contrast, are 
often defect free [5]. 
Properties of Carbon Nanotubes 
Carbon nanotubes exhibit superior mechanical, chemical, and electronical prop-
erties over any other known materials. 
1. Carbon nanotubes possess exceptionally high specific stiffness and strength, 
with values estimated in the range of 1 TPa (Tera Pascal) for Young's modulus 
and 10-12% strain to failure. As a result they are about ten times stronger but 
six times lighter than steel [5, 17, 45, 56]. 
2. Due to their hybridized bonds and tightly closed atomic structure carbon nan-
otubes are extremely elastic, they are able to bend through 360 degrees without 
accumulating damage. Consequently, they are able to withstand repeated bend-
ing, buckling, and twisting (Fig. 6) [42, 45, 47]. 
Figure 6: Flexibility of Carbon Nanotubes 
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3. Depending on their crystalline lattice pattern, they can conduct electricity as 
well as a metallic conductor such as copper or to be a semiconductor as silicon 
[15, 47, 60]. 
4. Thanks to ballistic transport, carbon nanotubes conduct heat better than any 
other known material. Ballistic transport is akin to the way photons fly down 
optical fibers without losing energy. In the case of carbon nanotubes, it can be 
achieved at room temperature whereas in other types of electronic devices it 
has been achieved at temperature near absolute zero. It has been proved, by 
measuring the electrical transport down individual MWNT's, that despite hav-
ing one defect layer, electrons can stream through the tube without scattering 
on defects or atoms [47, 56]. 
5. Nanoscale is the scale on which biological systems build their structural com-
ponents, such as microtubules, microfilaments, and chromatin. One advantage 
of the nanoscale is that it allows researchers to build structures from the bot-
tom up. For instance, a key property of biological nanostructures is molecular 
recognition, leading to self-assembly and the templating of atomic and molecu-
lar structures. The molecules have a strong affinity for each other and they form 
a predictable structure when they associate. This opens up the possibility of 
building nanostructures from the bottom up, starting with chemical systems. In 
contrast with the macroscopic approach where the cutting and shaping requires 
very precise and sophisticated tools [46]. 
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Applications of Carbon Nanotubes 
The advantage provided by the nanoscale together with the unique properties 
of carbon nanotubes have stimulated ever-broader research activities in science and 
engineering. Within these fields there are research groups devoted entirely to carbon 
nanostructures and their applications. As a result, carbon nanotubes may find use in 
a wide range of applications in material reinforcement, field emission panel display, 
chemical sensing, drug delivery and nanoelectronics [15]. 
Below we present a brief summary of possible applications for carbon nanotubes. 
• Carbon Nanotubes Composites. The first realized major commercial 
application of MWNTs is their use as electrically conducting components in 
polymer composites. The low loading levels and the nanofiber morphology of 
the MWNT allow electronic conductivity to be achieved while avoiding or mini-
mizing degradation of other performance aspects, such as mechanical properties 
and the low melt flow viscosity needed for thin-wall molding applications [5]. 
The stiffness of nanotubes would make them great for building strong, lightweight 
composites. Indeed, NASA is developing material using nanotubes for space ap-
plications, where weight-driven cost is the major concern. Composites based on 
nanotubes could offer strength-to-weight ratios beyond any materials currently 
available [59]. 
The previous picture borrowed from the NASA site demonstrates various branches 
of research conducted by NASA researchers in the area of nanotechnology [33]. 
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Figure 7: NASA Nanotechnology Research Directions 
• Electrochemical Devices. 
— The outstanding mechanical properties and the high surface-to-volume ra-
tion make carbon nanotubes potentially useful as anode material or as 
additives in lithium-ion battery systems [32]. 
— The merit of the electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC) is considered to 
be its high discharge rate, which makes it applicable as a hybrid energy 
source for electric vehicles and portable electric devices. EDLCs contain-
ing carbon nanotubes in the electrode exhibit relatively high capacitances 
resulting from the high surface area accessible to the electrolyte. However, 
the most important factor in commercial EDLCs is considered to be the 
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overall resistance. In this context carbon nanotubes with strong electrical 
and mechanical properties can be used as an electrical conductive additive 
in the electrode of EDLC. It has been demonstrated that the addition of 
carbon nanotubes results in an enhanced capacity at higher current den-
sities when compared with electrodes containing carbon black [32, 29]. 
— Fuel cells have been considered the next generation of energy devices be-
cause this type of system transforms the chemical reaction energy from hy-
drogen and oxygen into electric energy. Carbon nanotubes enhanced with 
metal nanoparticles in place of the electrode have doubled the performance 
of the fuel cell, owing to the increased catalytic activity of nanotube-based 
electrodes [32]. 
• Hydrogen Storage. 
SWNTs are under intensive study as efficient storage devices for both hydrogen 
gas to power fuel cells and liquid electrolytes to power batteries. The technol-
ogy's Achilles' heel, however, is the gas tank, because a very high pressure is 
needed to store enough hydrogen to drive longer distances. But open-ended nan-
otubes can, at just below room temperature, absorb and hold onto large amounts 
of hydrogen with little added pressure. Raising the temperature slightly shakes 
the absorbed hydrogen loose and releases the gas, making nanotubes a near-
ideal hydrogen storage medium [47, 59]. 
• Field Emission Devices. 
Industrial and academic research activity on electronic devices has focused prin-
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cipally on using SWNT and MWNT as field emission electron sources for flat 
panel displays, lamps, gas discharge tubes providing surge protection, and x-ray 
and microwave generators. A potential applied between a carbon nanotube-
coated surface and an anode produces high local fields, as a result of the small 
radius of the nanofiber tip and the length of the nanofiber. These local fields 
cause electrons to tunnel from the nanotube tip into the vaccum [5]. 
Companies such as Samsung have demonstrated product quality devices utiliz-
ing carbon nanotubes for field emission display and have invested tremendously 
in research of carbon nanotubes. Such devices have shown superior qualities 
such as low turn-on electronic field, high emission current density and high 
stability. With the advance of materials synthesis and device processing capa-
bilities, the importance of developing and understanding nanoscale engineering 
devices has dramatically increased over the past decade [59]. 
• Nanometer-Sized Electronic Devices. 
Currently, the size of the typical device is halved approximately every 3 years. 
Although the present devices consist of tiny material domains and junctions 
between them, each domain is designed to behave in the same way as its macro-
scopic counterpart. Hence, the present path should end when we go from the 
present micrometer (~10/xm) world to the nanometer (~10nm) world where ma-
terials are known to behave quite differently because of quantum effects [44]. 
For example, current-induced electromigration causes conventional metal wire 
interconnects to fail when the wire diameter becomes too small. The covalently 
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bonded structure of carbon nanotubes prevents similar breakdown of nanotube 
wires. Because of ballistic transport, the intrinsic resistance of the nanotube 
should essentially vanish. Unfortunately, the ballistic current carrying capabil-
ities is less useful for presently envisioned applications because of necessarily 
large contact resistance. An electrical circuit involving electrical leads to and 
from a SWNT will have a resistance of at least h/4E2 or 6.5 kilohoms, where 
h is Planck's constant and E is the charge of an electron. Contacting all lay-
ers in a MWNT could reduce this contact resistance, but it cannot be totally 
eliminated [5]. 
In order to overcome this technological limitation several types of devices are 
being investigated that make use of quantum effects rather that trying to over-
come them. For this reason, the fullerenes and nanotubes have attracted great 
interest not only in the scientific fields but also in the field of semiconductor 
technology. Solid Ceo is semiconducting, whereas nanotubes can be semicon-
ducting or metallic, depending on their network topology, and several devices 
have been theoretically proposed [44]. 
• Microscopes, sensors and probes. 
Nanotubes can be used to improve the capabilities of the sharp needle-like tips 
of atomic imaging machines. Such machines scan their pointed silicon tips 
over a surface and map its contour by either letting the tip touch the surface 
(as in an atomic force microscope, Fig. (8a)) or holding it close and passing a 
current from tip to surface (as in a scanning tunneling microscope, Fig. (8b)) 
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[47, 52, 53]. It has been reported in [57] that a nanotube-based tip did indeed 
Figure 8: (a) Atomic Force Microscope, (b) Scanning Tunneling Microscope. 
allow researchers to create images of biological molecules with better resolution 
than that of conventional tips. Also, it has been reported in [58] that attaching 
different chemical groups to the end of a multi-walled carbon nanotube created 
a nanotube-based atomic imager capable of recognizing specific chemical groups 
on a surface, and therefore recording not just the surface contour but identifying 
the actual molecules as well. Nanotubes could be particularly useful to biotech 
researchers interested in mapping the structure of cell membranes and other 
cellular structures [44]. 
Researchers at NASA's Ames Research Center, have recently developed com-
puter models of nanotube gears that have benzene groups arrayed around the 
tube to act as cogs. As one of these nanocylinders rolls, its tiny teeth turn the 
nanotube like a microscopic drive shaft [34, 47]. 
Possible chemical sensor applications of non-metallic nanotubes are relevant be-
15 
Figure 9: Probe 
cause nanotube electronic transport and thermo-power (voltages between junc-
tions caused by interjunction temperature differences) are very sensitive to sub-
stances that affect the amount of injected charge. The main advantages are 
the minute size of the nanotube sensing element and the correspondingly small 
amount of material required for a response. Major challenges remain, how-
ever, in making devices that differentiate between absorbed species in complex 
mixtures and provide rapid forward and reverse responses [5]. 
• Biomedical Applications 
Carbon nanotubes have shown great potential for biomedical applications due to 
their biocompatibility and high strength. For example, the current generation 
of composites used for replacement of bone and teeth are crude admixtures of 
filler particles (often glass) that have highly inadequate mechanical properties 
compared to skeletal tissue. Fiber-based composites have been investigated 
in the past, but have not worked well because of eventual degradation of the 
filled matrix interface, usually due to erosion by water. Thus, a major issue 
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is interfacial stability under physiological conditions. Graphitic materials are 
known to resist degradation in the types of chemical environments present in the 
body. Recent demonstration of use of CNT as components of artificial muscle 
[4] promises a dramatic increase in work density output and force generation 
over known technologies, along with the ability to operate at low voltage. They 
are also of considerable promise in cellular experiments, where they can be used 
as nanopipettes for the distribution of extremely small volumes of liquid or gas 
into living cells or onto surfaces [20, 59]. 
Figure 10: Molecular model of a carbon nanotube functionalised with peptides in 
helical conformation 
• Medical Applications 
It is expected that nanotechnology will have an enormous impact in medicine. 
Tools at the scale of microns and nanometers can manipulate and measure a 
large number of biological molecules rapidly, precisely and, eventually, at a cost 
of pennies per molecule. Eventually it will be possible to acquire and analyze 
biological information in a fast and inexpensive manner. This opens up the 
possibility to view the human body as a dynamical system of molecular inter-
17 
actions. Where all data is transmitted, processed, integrated and ultimately 
executed through networks of proteins interacting with one another and with 
other biological relevant molecules inside cells. An accurate model for this dy-
namical system can be the foundation for dramatic changes in the way illness 
and health are understood, and how they are approach medically. With this 
approach the system level measurements can be integrated into computational 
models which in turn can reveal early indications of a problem by detecting 
perturbations in the aforementioned levels. In this way medicine will be more 
attentive to the individual needs and will permit more participation of the in-
dividuals in maintaining their own health. Nanoparticles will play a key role in 
the development of this approach. Since they can be used to construct diagnos-
tic devices that would measure protein levels, or to deliver drugs in a targeted 
manner. 
When researchers study the body as a dynamical system of molecular interac-
tions, disease is a consequence of something perturbing the network's normal 
programmed patterns of information. The knowledge of the change in the pro-
tein levels would allow early prevention and the ability to stratify a disease 
into different subtypes to follow into progression and to follow its response to 
therapy. The circulatory system can help to provide this information. Blood is 
in contact with every organ in the body. It moves nutrients, gases and waste to 
and from cells, providing an excellent window into the entire system body. For 
instance, each organ has fifty or more messenger ribonucleic acid (RNA), that 
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are produce primarily in just that organ. Certain RNA encode organ specific 
proteins that are secreted into blood stream. Levels of each protein will reflect 
the operation of the networks that control their production within this organ. 
When these networks are disease-perturbed, corresponding protein levels will 
be altered. It can be seen that inexpensive measurements of blood protein are 
crucial to evaluate regularly and comprehensively, how the individual health is 
evolving [18]. 
After a disease has been detected specific drugs are delivered. Nanoparticles in 
general are a remarkable option for drug delivery. First, they can be assembled 
from a variety of existing therapeutics, such as chemotherapy drugs or gene-
silencing RNA strands denoted by siRNA. Targeting agents such as antibodies 
and other molecules designated to bind with specific cellular proteins can be 
added to their surface, in this way they can be directed to specific cell types 
within organ types. Second, nanoparticles enter a cell by endocytis, a natural 
process that creates a packet or cell membrane around a foreign object to be 
drawn into the cell, protecting the particle's payload from the cellular pumps, 
i. e., it avoids mechanism of drug resistance. Third, once the nanoparticle is 
inside the cell it can perform two functions. It will start by releasing siRNA to 
inhibit the manufacture of the gene that produces protein that causes a drug to 
be ineffective, then it will release the drug molecule into the cell. And finally, 
as the drug is released the rest of the nanoparticle components disassemble and 
the small individual polymer molecules harmlessly exit the body through the 
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kidneys. Therefore, it can be seen that the nanoparticle approach is likely to 
play an increasing role in the treatment of disease at the molecular level [6]. 
Among the aforementioned nanoparticles we find carbon nanotubes, which cur-
rently are in the preclinical trials. Carbon nanotubes can play a role, as well, 
as parts of more complicated nanoparticles. As an example just one nanotube 
can perform all the functions of a standard radio with many parts. The tiny 
dimension of a carbon nanotube enables it to vibrate rapidly in the presence of 
a radio signal. Hence drug-containing capsules equipped with nanoradios can 
penetrate into cancer cells and release their payloads on receipt of a signal from 
outside the patient's body [41]. 
• D N A Nanotechnology Application 
The physical properties of DNA are important for understanding biological sys-
tems. To get the maximum use from the organizational capabilities of DNA, it 
will be necessary to combine DNA with other nanoscale systems, particularly 
inorganic systems, whose physical properties lend themselves to direct appli-
cations. These materials include inorganic nanocrystals and carbon nanotubes 
[46]-
Models for Carbon Nanotubes 
As has already been mentioned, developing mathematical models of CNTs is of crit-
ical importance. These models have to be verified and quantified by performing 
and analyzing experiments. In contemporary mathematical and engineering litera-
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ture, there are two groups of models. These groups are (a) molecular simulations 
models and (b) continuum mechanics models. The continuum models are generally 
based on traditional engineering models such as beams, shells, or membranes. They 
treat nanotubes as continuous materials with definite geometries and common mate-
rial properties such as Young's modulus. In contrast, the molecular models consider 
each atom, and mathematically define the interactions between the atoms. Often, 
the molecular models are reduced to continuum models so that the results can be 
compared with other continuum models and other materials directly. 
Since in our research we carry out mathematical analysis of one of the continuum 
mechanics models, we will focus our attention on the discussion of several continuum 
models presented in the literature. Based on their work on atomic simulations of 
CNTs, the authors of [60] provide some sort of justification for incorporating con-
tinuum mechanics models into CNTs study. Namely, they state that "The laws of 
continuum mechanics are amazingly robust and allow one to treat even intrinsically 
discrete objects only a few atoms in diameter". 
Numerous choices for continuum models facing the analyst are effectively reduced 
to those of geometry, assumptions on deformations, and constitutive laws. The valid-
ity of the choice is determined by the ability of the overall model to properly predict 
mechanical responses. The assumptions on the nanotube deformation suggest the 
type of continuum model. The most commonly used models are the following ones: 
• \ 
Euler-Bernoulli beam model, Timoshenko beam model, flexible shell and membrane 
models. Typically, many models for MWNTs allow for independent wall movement, 
and the wall interaction is a function of the local wall separation distance. In a number 
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of research papers, the authors use pressure as the most direct equivalent to the Van 
der Waals forces. In paper [42], the author modeled the tube walls of a double-walled 
carbon nanotube (DWNT) as shells whose bending stiffness cubically depended on 
the wall thickness. Assuming that the shell walls interact through pressure, the au-
thor was able to establish that the critical strain for buckling of SWNT was lowered 
by the addition of an inner wall. Similar approach has been used in papers [36, 37] 
where the walls were modeled as thin shells while the inter-wall interactions were 
modeled as pressures. The authors validated this model for SWNTs and MWNTs by 
comparing their results with molecular mechanics simulations and experimental re-
sults on bending pressure loads. They found good prediction for strain energies, local 
buckling strain initiations and kinking modes for SWNTs in bending. The authors 
of paper [3], rather than using thin shell theory, developed a membrane wall model 
based on generalized crystal elasticity theory. The. resulting model is hyperelastic and 
depends on the surface curvature and the crystal lattice orientation. They were able 
to reproduce local kinking and rippling effects, which are nearly identical to the de-
formed states of the appropriate molecular simulations. Based on potential for bond 
deformation and Van der Waals forces, the authors of [27] created a truss model for 
a DWNT. When only the outer wall was loaded, they found little to no transfer of 
the load of the inner wall. The author of paper [55] developed a multiple elastic shell 
motiel based on the Flugge elastics shell theory, and used it to study vibrations of 
\ 
MWNTs. By using a shell model, radial breathing modes were included along with 
the flexural modes governed by beam models. This work demonstrates that interlayer 
Van der Waals forces have particularly significant effect on radial breathing modes of 
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large radius MWNTs, but a smaller effect on radial modes of smaller radius MWNTs, 
and practically negligible effects on the torsion and longitudinal modes of MWNTs. 
In [54] there has been developed a simplified elastic shell model for buckling and free 
vibrations of CNTs based on the shell equations of Flugge and Donnell. Classical 
theory of elasticity solutions for the vibrational modes of thin-walled hollow isotropic 
cylinders have been applied by the authors of [30] to calculate all the low frequency 
modes of single wall carbon nanotubes, including flexural, torsional, radial breathing, 
and longitudinal modes. 
Now we turn to the continuous mechanics models that are most relevant to this 
dissertation topic, i.e., to elastic beam models. It is convenient to recall the differences 
between the Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam models [40]. The Euler-Bernoulli 
beam model is widely used in vibration buckling analyses. The governing equation 
of this model takes into consideration just one unknown variable: the deflection of 
the beam W(x, t). Transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia are ignored. The 
governing differential equation of the Euler-Bernoulli model can be given as 
pAWtt{x, t) + EIWxxxx(x, t) — q, 
where p is the beam density, A is the cross-sectional area, E is the elastic module, / 
is the second moment of area and q is a distributed load. However, if one needs the 
vibration frequencies of CNT when the tubes are stocky and when dealing with high 
modes of vibration, transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia are of great im-
portance. An alternative to the Euler-Bernoulli beam model is the Timoshenko beam 
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model that takes into account the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia in 
CNT. Hence it allows us to impose different boundary conditions for each nanotube 
of the MWNT. Because of these characteristics some CNT models incorporate Tim-
oshenko beam model system of PDEs. 
Deformed ¥ : / 




Figure 11: Timoshenko Beam 
It is well known that the Timoshenko beam model is the most complete physical model 
describing thick beams. Let W and $ be transverse displacement and beam slope 
due to bending deformation then the system describing dynamics of a Timoshenko 
beam model can be given in the form 
pAW^ix, t) + klGAl {*™{x, t) - W<g{x, tj) = q(x, t) 
ph&iHx, t) - Eh*<£{x, t) + hGA^ix, t) - W^(x, t)) = 0. 
\ 
In review paper [10], the authors examine several cases where modeling of nan-
otube vibration is carried out by using either the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory or the 
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Timoshenko beam theory depending on the diameter-to-length ratio. As the authors 
pointed out 
It is important to have accurate theoretical models for the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of carbon nanotubes... For example, if the 
nanotubes are to be used as nanomechanical resonators, the oscillations 
frequency is a key property of the resonator. In addition, the effective elas-
tic modulus of a nanotube may be indirectly determined from its measured 
natural frequencies or mode shapes if a sufficiently accurate theoretical 
model is used. 
The authors of [61] have studied noncoaxial intertube resonances of MWNTs, i.e., 
those modes of vibration which involve relative motions, or intertube displacements 
between the concentric tubes. They have shown that such resonances can be modeled 
for an N-wall tube by modifying the Euler-Bernoulli equation to include Van der Waals 
interaction forces and solving N coupled partial differential equations. The authors of 
paper [65] used a similar approach to model the Van der Waals interactions between 
transversely vibrating DWNTs under compressive axial load. They have shown that 
increasing the compressive load causes reduction in the frequencies. In paper [63], it 
has been shown that a double Timoshenko beam model characterizes the motion of 
the inner and outer tubes in a DWNT. Then the model was used to study the effects 
of rotary inertia and shear deformation on terahertz frequency wave propagation in 
DWNTs. It was concluded that, because of the relative motion between the inner 
and outer tubes at high frequencies the Timoshenko beam model is more relevant 
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than the Euler-Bernoulli model for terahertz frequency range. 
For MWNTs embedded in an elastic medium such as a polymer matrix, the effect 
of the matrix on the resonance frequencies of the MWNT has been estimated by using 
a beam-on-elastic foundation model [62]. In this model the system of equations has 
been modified by adding a distributed elastic reaction force to the equation of motion 
for the outer tube in a MWNT. The results of numerical simulations show that when 
the elastic medium surrounding a MWNT is very compliant, the vibrational modes 
consist of both global flexure and noncoaxial intertube deformations. But when the 
elastic medium is very stiff, almost all the vibrational modes are essentially of the 
noncoaxial intertube type. 
Vibration of a double-walled carbon nanotube aroused by nonlinear interlayer Van 
der Waals forces is studied in [59]. The interlayer forces are described as a nonlinear 
function of the interlayer spacing. The inner and outer carbon nanotubes are mod-
eled as two individual elastic beams. Detailed results are demonstrated for DWNTs, 
based on the simply supported, fixed, or free end conditions, respectively. The results 
indicate that the nonlinear factors of the Van der Waals forces, on the one hand, have 
little effect on the coaxial free vibrations. On the other hand, the nonlinear factors of 
Van der Waals forces greatly effect noncoaxial free vibrations. The relation between 
the deflection amplitude and the frequencies shows a nonlinear trend, which indi-
cates that the aspect ratio and end condition almost have no effect on the noncoaxial 
\ 
amplitudes of DWNTs. As is indicated in [39], although carbon nanotubes can have 
diameters only several times larger than the length between carbon atoms, continuum 
models have been found to describe their mechanical behavior very accurately under 
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many circumstances. Indeed, their small size and presumed small number of defects 
make carbon nanotubes ideal systems for the study of the links between atomic mo-
tion and continuum mechanical properties such as Young's modulus and yield, and 
fractures strength. The authors of [14] studied the validity of modeling MWNTs with 
the Euler beam theory. They showed size dependence of the material properties at the 
nanoscale, which does not appear in the classical continuum mechanics. From scaling 
analysis, the author of [16] proposed three non-dimensional parameters to check the 
validity of the continuum assumptions. Then relations between these parameters and 
molecular dynamics simulations were discussed as well. 
Now we turn to he description of the results of our research. 
This dissertation is organized as follows. 
• In Chapter I, we introduce a coupled system of four partial differential equa-
tions of the hyperbolic type, which will be our main system of interest in the 
present work. We also introduce a four-parameter family of dynamical bound-
ary conditions. We introduce the energy functional and show that the energy of 
the system dissipates in time if all boundary parameters are complex numbers 
with nonnegative real pairs. 
• In Chapter II, we introduce the main Hilbert space H and rewrite the system of 
four equations with the set of eight boundary conditions as the first order in time 
\ 
evolution equation. This reduction allows us to introduce a matrix differential 
operator, the dynamics generator, whose spectrum is directly connected to the 
vibrational frequencies of the system of coupled nanotubes. 
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• In Chapter III, we study general spectral properties of the dynamics generator. 
In particular we show that this dynamics generator, which is an unbounded 
nonselfadjoint operator, is in fact a relatively compact perturbation of a dy-
namics generator corresponding to a system of two uncoupled nanotubes. Since 
a system of uncoupled tubes has purely discrete spectrum, the same fact is valid 
for our main system. 
• In Chapter IV, we begin a systematic study of the spectral equation 
£Q/3# = A*, (0.1) 
where Cap is the aforementioned dynamics generator. In this Chapter we re-
duce Eq.(O.l) to the fourth order matrix differential equation parametrically 
depending on the spectral parameter A (see Eq.(4.13) below). 
• In Chapter V we construct an asymptotic approximation for a fundamental 
system of solutions of the differential equation derived in Chapter IV. 
• Chapter VI contains technical results related to the reformulation of the bound-
ary conditions in convenient terms. 
• In Chapter VII and VIII, we construct the so-called reflection matrices, which 
are of crucial importance for a solution of the main boundary-value problem. 
Construction of the reflection matrices is an essential part of the so-called two-
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step procedure developed in papers [48, 49, 50]. For a detailed description of 
this method, see p. 65-67 of this dissertation. 
• In Chapter IX, by appropriately combining the reflection matrices, we obtain 
the key-equation (see Eq.(9.1) of Chapter IX below), whose set of solutions 
coincide with the eigenvalues of the operator Cap. The main tool in proving the 




C H A P T E R I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A double-walled carbon nanotube is modelled as a system of the two coupled 
Timoshenko beams, i.e., as a system of four hyperbolic partial differential equations 
coupled through the Van der Waals forces. In our study, we assume that the structure 
is clamped at the left-hand side and subject to a four-parameter family of dynamical 
boundary conditions at the right end. When the boundary parameters are either 
zeros or infinity, then the system coincides with the models considered in [56]. We 
have introduced these boundary parameters intentionally. On the one hand, they 
provide probably the most general linear dynamic boundary conditions and, on the 
other hand, having some numerical parameters will help us to separate asymptotically 
four branches of the discrete spectrum that we are planning to present. 
Now we start with the description of the initial boundary-value problem that is 
our main mathematical object of interest. System of two Timoshenko beams coupled 
through the Van der Waal forces of strength C can be given in the following form: 
PAlw£)(x, t) + k1GA1 ($£\x, t) - wg\x, 0 ) = -C (WW(x, t) - wW(x, t)), 
f>Ii$2\x, t) - Eh$£(x, t) + klGA1 ($W(x, \) - Wil)(x,«)) = 0, 
PA2Wi2)(x, t) + k2GA2 (42)(a:, t) - w£\x, t)) = C (W^(x, t) - W^(x, t)) , 
pl2^\x, t) - EI2^}{x, t) + k2GA2 ($2(x, t) - W?\x,*)) = 0. 
(1.1) 
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In system (1.1), the following notations have been used: W^ is the transverse 
displacement of the ith tube, i = 1,2; 3>M is the slope of the ith tube due to bending 
deformation alone; h is the second moment of area of cross section; Ai the cross 
sectional area; p is the mass density per unit volume, fcj shear correction factor; E 
the Young's modulus; G is the shear modulus. 
buMrtsbecaitadkM Oeftartnbeceafiac&M 
Figure 12: Geometry of a Double- Walled Carbon Nanotube. 
The deflection of the adjacent tubes are coupled through the Van der Waals forces 
which is determined by the interlayer spacing. Now we make the following remark on 
Van der Waals intertube interaction. 
Since the inner and outer tubes of a double-walled nanotubes are originally con-
centric and the Van der Waals interaction is determined by interlayer spacing between 
two tubes, the net Van der Waals forces remains zero if the tubes vibrate coaxially, 
i.e., they share the same deflection curve. Hence, the Van der Waals interaction 
plays no role in the simple beam model for isolated double-walled nanotubes. For 
the double-beam model [25, 26], however, the inner and outer tubes are described by 
\ 
two individual deflection curves and they are not necessarily coincident. Therefore, 
for small-amplitude non-coaxial linear vibrations, the Van der Waals force at any 
position x between the two tubes depends linearly on the difference of their deflection 
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curves at that position. 
Our goal is to rewrite system (1.1) as the first order in time evolution equation. 
The dynamics generator of that equation is the main object of interest. Its spectral 
characteristics provide crucial information on natural frequencies and mode shapes of 
the vibrating structure. The dynamics generator is a matrix differential operator in 
the state space of the system, which is a Hilbert space equipped with the energy norm. 
We consider the dynamics generator defined on functions satisfying the following 
boundary conditions at the left end of the structure 
*i1>(0Jt) = *W (0,0 = 0, [W^-^](0,t)=0, [WW-$W](0,t)=0. (1.2) 
At the right-hand side of the structure we impose the most general set of the boundary 
conditions involving four numerical parameters, i.e., a^ € C, @® £ C, i = 1,2. 
klGAl [$(D _ WW] (L>j) = pha^Wil\L,t), (1.3) 
E^\L,t) = -pp^^t), (1.4) 
k2GA2 [$<2> - W^} (L,t) = pI2a™w{2)(L,t), (1.5) 
E^(L,t) = -PpW$l2)(L,t\ (1.6) 
Let E(t) be an energy functional defined by 
E(t) = \fL [pA1\Wt{1\x,t)\2+pA2\wl2\x,t^+PI1\$<i1\x,t)\>+ 
pl2\^2)(x,t)\2 + hGA^W&t) - W?\x,t)\2 + k2GA2\$W(x,t)-
W?\x,t)\2 + Eh\^\x,t)\2 + El^^t)? dx. 
(1.7) 
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We note here that the integral of the first four terms represents the total kinetic 
energy of the system of the two nested beams; the integral of the last two terms in 
(1.7) represents the total potential energy due to the angular displacement, and the 
integral of the remaining terms represents the total energy due to coupling between 
bending and torsional movements in every individual beam. 
Lemma 1.1 Energy of the system dissipates in time ifC = 0, and $la^ > 0, 9£/?W > 
0, i = l ,2 . 
Proof. To obtain the result, it suffices to show that Et(t) < 0 for 0 < t < oo under 
the lemma conditions. From (1.7), we have an explicit expression for Et(t) 
Et{t) = \ [ Lf] (pAiWlPix, t)Wt{i\x, t) + pAiW^ix, t)W<?(z, t)+ 
piMSi*, t)^\x,t)+PiM\x, mi?(x,t)} + 
KGA^M - W®(x,t))(*®{x,t) - W®{x,t)) + 
kiGM^H^t) - WW(x,t))(*\l\x,t) - Wff(M)) + 
ElMUlfa t)${J\x, t) + EI^(x, t)*®(x, t)}dx. (1.8) 
Substituting $« and W£' from system (1.1), we obtain from (1.8) that 
Et(t)= tofj^f-kiGAi ($W(x:t)-W£(x,t))Wli)(x,t)+ 
ElM(x,t)$?\x,t) + EI{ *2?(s , t )*$(x , t ) -
kiGAi ($?(x, t) - W£(x, t)) (W(x~J) - wP(x,tj) 
kiGAi ( $ « ( M ) - W?\x,t)) *?\x,t)} dx. 
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It is convenient to introduce the following notations for the integrals from (1.9): 
Ii=^foT,i=i{-kiGAi (#<°(z, t) - w£\x, tjj Wt{i)(x, t)} dx, 
h = »IoT.lt {Eh *&\x, t)*i° (*,*)} dx, 
h = MJoZlt {-kiGAi (*<*>(*, t) - W^(x, tj) WM} dx, 
h = */<?£?=* {kiGAi (#?>(*, t) - Wl°(x, tj) (*lHx,t)-wV(z,tj)} dx, 
^JoEl: {Eli €\^t)^\x,t)} dx. 
(1.10) 
Integrating I\ by parts and combining the results with the integrals 73 and J4, we 
obtain: 
h + h + I A = & J2 {-hGAi W®{x,t) (*«(*,*) - W^\x,tj)} 
. t = i 
(1.11) 
Using boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.3), we reduce (1.11) to 
h + h + h 
t = i i -
ph W?\L,t) ' 3ta(i) }• (1.12) 
Integrating I2 by parts and combine the result with I5, we obtain 
h + h (1.13) 
Equations (1.12) and (1.13) imply Et{t) < 0. \ 
The lemma is shown • 
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CHAPTER II 
OPERATOR SETTING OF PROBLEM. DYNAMICS 
GENERATOR 
In this chapter, we put our problem into the operator form, i.e., reformulate it as 
an evolution problem in a Hilbert space which is a state space of the system. Let us 
return to system (1.1) and rewrite it in the form 
Wg\x,t) = -kl(^\x,t)-W^(x,t))-C1(W^(x,t)-W^(x,t)), 
W$\x,t) = -k2(^)(x,t)-Wg\x,t))+C2(W^(x,t)-W^(x,t)), 
*
l£\x,t) = E*£B)(s,t)-fci(*(1)(^,-*)-wri1)(^*)), 
*$\x,t) = E^(x,t)-k2(^(x,t)-W^(x,t)), (2.1) 
where 
ki = — - , ki = , Li = —, i = 1,2, {2-2) 
Ph P pAt 
and without misunderstanding we will use the same notation for E and —. 
Let us rewrite system (2.1) as the first order in time evolution equation for 
vector-valued functions. To this end, we introduce the following 8-component vector-
function: 
*(*,*) = \^{x,t),^\x,t),^{x,t),^f\x,t), 
W^{x, t), Wil\x, t), W™(x, t), Wi2\x, t)\ , 
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where the superscript "T" stands for transposition. System (2.1) can be written in 
the following form: 
,(D/ s(i) (2), s(2)/ rW, 
w£)(x,t),w}2)(x,t),W$\x,t)]T == i(£V) (x,t), 
with C being given as the following matrix differential expression: 
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We assume that differential expression (2.5) is defined on the functions subject to the 
boundary conditions obtained from (1.2)-(1.6): 
[W® - <E>W](0, t) = 0, $£>(0, t) = 0, i = 1,2, (2.6) 
fd [ $ « - Wi°l (L, 0 = awW t ( i )(L, ^ a « € C, i = 1,2, 
£$W(L,*) = - /?«$W(L,t) , (0/ 
(2.7) 
/ 3 W € C , * = 1,2. 
Here we have coupled beams subject to a 4-parameter family of dynamical boundary 
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2 
conditions at the right end. Now we are in a position to give a Hilbert space setting. 
For each t we assume that the 8-component vector of (2.3) belongs to a state space 
(see (2.19) below). We consider the above vector-valued function of x, i.e., 
*(z) = (Mx)>Mx)>Mx)iMx)iMx)>Mx),Mx),Mx)j , (2.8) 
as an element of an energy space H, which is a Hilbert space obtained as a closure of 
smooth functions in the following energy norm: 
\\m2n= \J [ M I M * ) I 2 +
 PA2\MZ)\2 + Ph\Mx)\2 + ph\Mx)\2 + EIM(X)\ 
+EI2\iP'2(x)\2 +'k1GA1\(ih - ij/4)(x)\2 + k2GA2\{ip2 - ^'6)(x)\2]dx. 
(2.9) 
It is clear that the components of \I> G Ji belong to the following Sobolev spaces 
[1, 12, 7]: foj G Hl(0, L),0<j <3, and HX(Q, L) stands for a subspace of H^O, L) 
whose functions satisfy zero condition at x = 0; foj+i £ -^2(0, L) for 0 < j < 3. 
In H we consider a matrix differential operator £a/3, where a and p are the two-
component vectors, a = (a^\a^), P = (P^\P^), the operator defined by matrix 
differential expression (2.5) on the following domain: 
V(Ca0)= {veH:^2jeH2(0,L), 0<j<3; faj+1 e H\0, L), 0<j<3; 
Mo) - Mo) = 0, MV - ^(0). = 0, ^0(0) = MO) = 0; 
k(^o-a)(L) = a^ML), E^{L) = -P{1Hi{L), 
~k2^2-^'6)(L) = ^ML), EML) = -P{2)ML)}. 
(2.10) 
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In what follows, it is convenient to represent the operator Cap as the sum, Caj3 = 
Lap + M., where La/3 coincides with £Q/3 if one sets C = 0. So both operators £Q/3 and 














where O is the notation for a 4 x 4 matrix with the zero entries. 
Our first result on the operator Ai is the following statement. 
Lemma 2.1 M. given by (2.11) defines a bounded operator in H. 
Proof. Let F = (/„, / i , /3 , /4, f5, /e, h)T € H, then 
(2.11) 
M F = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , C 1 ( / 4 - / 6 ) , 0 , - C 2 ( / 4 - / 6 ) , 0 ) J (2.12) 
Evaluating the norm of the vector AiF in H, we have 
l|A**1l« = IJQL [MAM - f'6\2 + k2GA2\f'4 - fe\2] dx 
< £ [k1GA1 [|/4 - /o|2 + |/o - / ; |2] + k2GA2 [|/o - f'4\2 + |/o - /^l2]] dx 
<dj [k1GA1\\f0 - /; | |2 + k2GA2\\f0 - f'6f)dx < 2d\\F\\\ (2.13) 
with d = max { l + g £ , l + g £ } . 
The lemma is shown. • 
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CHAPTER III 
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF OPERATOR CaP 
In this chapter we consider the operator La/3 and show that it is an unbounded 
nonselfadjoint operator with compact resolvent 7Z\(La@). This means that the spec-
trum of Laj3 is purely discrete and each eigenvalue is normal (We recall [13, 12] that 
an eigenvalue A0 of a bounded operator A in a Hilbert space H is normal if (1) the 
algebraic multiplicity of A0 is finite and (2) the space H breaks up into the direct 
sum of subspaces H = N\0+M.\0 where J\f\0 is the root subspace of the operator A 
corresponding to Ao, and A4\0 is an invariant subspace of A in which the operator 
(A — A0-0 has a bounded inverse). 
Our next observation is that the operator M. from (2.11) is relatively compact 
with respect to the operator Lap. (We recall this notion. Let A be a linear operator 
having at least one regular point A. An operator B is said to be compact relate to A 
if its domain T>(B) contains V(A) and the operator B1Z\(A) is compact. Obviously 
this definition does not depend on the choice of A [1, 11, 64].) Therefore, the sum 
Cap = Lap + M. have the same structure of the spectrum as Lap, i.e., the spectrum 
of Cap consists of normal eigenvalues. \ 
Our first result in this chapter is the following statement. 
Theorem 3.1 Let Loo be a particular case of the operator Lap corresponding to a^ = 
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QX2) = pW — p(2) — o. Then both the operator Laj3 and the operator L0o have compact 
inverses and the following relation holds: 
L
af3 = ^00 +%t{i, (3.1) 
where Tap is a finite-dimensional operator in H. For F £ 7i, TapF is given by 
(Ta/3F)(x) = ^ ( x , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0) r / 0 (L)-
iaW ( | (L - f) , 0 , 0 , 0 , - ^ , 0 , 0 , 0 ) T / 4 ( L ) - (3.2) 
i f^(0,0,x, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0)T / 2 (L)-
z « ( 2 ) ( 0 , 0 , | ( L - f ) , 0 , 0 , 0 , J , 0 ) T / 6 ( L ) , 
Proof. First we notice that the physical system is not conservative, i.e., energy is 
not constant in time, due to specific right-hand side boundary conditions. So, in the 
proof below, we will use the simplest left-hand side boundary conditions to make 
this proof more transparent. Namely, without lost of generality, we assume that if 
* = (Mx)^Mx)^Mx)^Mx)>Mx),Mx)^Mx)^Mx)f € C(Lap), then 
MO) = Mo) = Mo) = Mo) = o. (3.3) 
To prove decomposition (3.1) we derive explicit formulas for all three operators of 
(3.1). We start with the following equation for \^\G "H: 
La(3V = F, tt = ( ^ , ^ , . . , ^ 7 ) T , F=(f0, / i , . . . , / 7 ) T , (3.4) 
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where F is an arbitrary vector in TC. We will prove that the equation La^ — F from 
Eq.(3.4) has a unique solution <£ G T){Lap). Rewriting this equation component-wise, 
we have 
7/>i(x) = if0(x), [Eil)Qxx{x) - kiil)Q(x)J + kii>4x(x) = ifi(x), 
ip3(x) - if2(x), \Eijj2xx{x) - k2ip2(x)J + k2ip6x(x) =ifs(x), 
ip5(x) = 1/4(3), -kiipox(x) + kiil>4xx(x) = 1/5(1), 
ip7(x) = ife(x), -k2ip2x{x) - k2i>6xx(x) = ifi{x). 
(3.5) 
Taking into account the boundary conditions, we integrate Eqs.(3.5) and obtain ex-
plicit formulas for the components of \&: 
M*) = - {^/oW + ^ A W (L -1) + ^£dTfy*lLMt)dzY 
(3.6) 
M*) = - {^-ML)x + ^ -xML) (L -1) +J^ [ dT [ dv [ hWt\ • 
(3.7) 
fx ia (1) i fx fL 
Mx)= Mr)dT--~-h{L)x +
 1- I dr Mv)dr,. (3.8) J6 k\ k\ Jo JT 
Mx)= *h{T)dT-^=-h(L)x +
 T I dr Mr)dr. (3.9) 
Jo k2 k2 Jo JT 
V>I(X) = ifo(x), tfa(x) = if2(x), tp5(x) = if4(x), ip7(x) = if6(x). (3.10) 
To complete the proof that Eq.(3.4) has a solutioh \& G T>(Lap), we have to show that 
•00»ifa, 4>A and ipe are from H2(0,L). This obviously follows from explicit formulas 
(3.6)-(3.10). We also have to verify the boundary conditions, i.e., ^(O) = ^2(0) = 
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•04(0) = -06(0) = 0. This set of the boundary conditions follows immediately from 
formulas (3.6)-(3.10). Now we check the boundary conditions at x = L. From (3.6) 
and (3.8), we have 
(</>o - <M(£) = ^r-ML) = aWtf>5(L). (3.11) 
From (3.7) and (3.9), we have 
la (2) 0/>2 - ihx){L) = -T-ML) = a^7(L). (3.12) 
From (3.6) and (3.7) we have 
^o(L) = ~-HL) = ~PWML), ^(L) = ~l-^-h{L) = -P^s(L). (3.13) 
Combining all conditions at x = 0 with (3.8)-(3.13), we obtain that \& with the 
components (3.6)-(3.10), belongs to T>(La/3). 
Incorporating formulas (3.6)-(3.7), we obtain the desired formulas, i.e., 




 = ( " f t Jo* * Ir dV ft M0d£, ifo(x), 
- Jfe Jo dT Ir dV H / r (0de , ih(x), ft £ dr fQ dV tf df j f f*(«,)**, 




and Ta/3 F is given by 
(Ta0F)(x) = (-^fo(L) + ^ h{L) (L - f) ,0, 
- ^ / a ( i ) + ^fe(L) (L- f) , 0, (3-16) 
7 4 ( L ) , 0 , - ^ / 6 ( L ) , 0 ) r . ia^x 
Finally, we justify that the operator Lap (and therefore L0o as a particular case 
corresponding to a^ = a^ = {3^ = (3^ = 0) has a compact inverse. We notice 
that the domain of L00 is a closed subspace of the space Hi = H2(0,L) x Hl(0, L) x 
...H2(0, L) x i/1(0, L) and the energy space is a closed subspace of H2 = ^ 1 ( 0 , L) x 
L2(0, L) x ...ifx(0, L) x L2(0, L). It follows from the above proof that LQQ is a bounded 
operator from H into V(L00) if V(LQQ) is equipped with the norm "Hi. Due to this 
fact, we conclude that the embedding 7ii -^> Ti2 is compact and therefore the operator 
LQQ is compact [1, 7, 11]. 
To complete the proof, we have to show that the operator Ta/3 is bounded. To this 
end, we estimate ||Ta/3F||w and have (Ta0F = (V>Q, ^1,^2, ^3,^4,^5, ^6,^7) r ) : 
\\Ta0F\\2H = \f [pAM + pAM2 + plM2 + plM2 (3.17) 
+ k1GA1\ijQ - ^ | 2 + k2GA2\ip2 - Vi|2 + Eh\i>'0\ + EI2\il/2\]dx. 
Since in our case ipi = ^z = 4>5 = "07 = 0, we simplify (3.16) to have 
\ 
< c[\fQ(L)\2 + \f2(L)\2 + \f4(L)\2 + \f6(L)\2] < C\\F\\2H (3.18) 
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The theorem is shown. • 
Our next result is the following statement 
Corollary 3.2 1. The operator Cap is a relatively compact perturbation of the 
operator Lap, which means that £aig has purely discrete spectrum of the normal 
eigenvalues. 
2. The operator Lap is dissipative, i.e., $l(Lap$, $H ) > 0 for any $ e V(Lap) (see 
[12, 13]). 
3. The operator La@ generates a strongly continuous semi-group exp(iLapt) of 
contractions, and Cap generates a strong continuous semi-group exp{i£.api) of 
bounded operators [38]. 
We conclude this chapter with the formulation of the main result of the dissertation, 
i.e., Theorem 3.3 below. In what follows, we prove that the discrete spectrum of 
operator £ap splits asymptotically into four spectral branches and derived asymptotic 
representation for each spectral branch. 
Theorem 3.3 Assume that the structural parameters of the system are such that 
ki — K2 — k, k\ — /u2 — k. (3.19) 
Assume that the boundary parameters a^ and fi^, i = 1,2, are such that the following 
conditions hold: a™ = a™ =
 a, pW = ^ = p) 
a\ ? fc/V*. 101 * Wtf, 
a\/k — k 
ayk + k ± 
Py/W-1 
PVE' + 1 
(3.20) 
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Then the set of the eigenvalues of the operator Cap asymptotically splits into four 
branches denoted by \ A„ > , j — 1,..., 4, U — Z \ {0}. 
All four branches are located in a strip of the complex plane parallel to the real 
axis, i.e., ~SAn U) < C < oo and SUtf U) oo as \n\ —> oo. 
The following asymptotic approximation holds for the first spectral branch {A„ }nez' 
of the eigenvalues as \n\ —> oo: 
A « ^ l n 
k + ayk 




—k + ayk 
k + ayk 
imyk _ , i , 
+ — ^ — + 0(n~1). (3.21) 
Under the symbol " In ", the principal value of the logarithmic function is understood. 
The following asymptotic approximation holds for the second spectral branch {An }ne 
of the eigenvalues as \n\ —• oo: 
*-'•£* PVE' + l ME' - 1 
VE' , 
+ - ^ | 7T + arg PVE'-l 
pVE' + i 
+ — = — + 0(n~l). 
(3.22) 
The third spectral branch {\n }nez'> and the fourth one {A„ }neZ'> are asymptot-
ically close to the first and second spectral branches respectively, i.e., the following 
relations hold: 
Ai3) = W + 0{n~% A?) = A<2> + 0 ( 0 , |n| - oo. (3.23) 
\ 
Remark 3.4 As follows from Theorem 3.3, there are two distinct horizontal lines 
on the complex plane to which the spectral branches are asymptotically close. Even 
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though we have just two horizontal asymptotes for the spectrum of the problem, we 
claim that there is a four-branch spectrum. The reason is the following. As it will be 
seen from the proof of Theorem 3.3 (see Chapter IX below), the eigenvalues of the first 
and the third spectral branches are asymptotically close (as well as the eigenvalues of 
the second and the fourth ones), and some of the eigenvalues might be multiple (with 
multiplicity two), the corresponding to these branches root vectors are the eigenvec-
tors (not the eigenvectors and the generalized eigenvectors). Moreover, the set of the 
eigenvectors corresponding to the first and the third spectral branches is minimal, i.e., 
no eigenvector belongs to the closed linear span of the remaining set of the eigenvec-
tors. (Minimality property is the generalization of the notion of linear independence 
for the case of infinte set of vectors.) We believe that when a^ ^ a^ and f3^ ^ j3^ 
there will be the four-branch spectrum that can be seen geometrically. Namely, there 
will be four different horizontal lines on the complex plane and each one is a horizontal 




REDUCTION OF EQUATION Ca^ = A# TO MATRIX 
SPECTRAL PROBLEM 
In this chapter, we focus on the spectral equation 
Ca0^ = X^f, $ e P ( g ) , A G C . (4.1) 
Rewriting Eq.(4.1) component-wise, we obtain the following system of four equations: 
i>x{x) = i\ip0(x), Ei/)0xx(x) - kiip0(x) + kxi)Ax{x) = *A^i(x), 
tp3(x) = iXipo(x), E\l)2xx{x) - k2ii)2{x) + k2ipQX(x) = iX^3(x), 
ip5(x) = iXtp^x), -k\il>QX{x) + kiip*xx(x) + Citpi(x) - Ciip6(x) = iXip$(x), 
i>7(x) = iXxJ>6(x), -k2i])2x{x) + k2ip6xx(x) - C2tpA(x) + C2tp6(x) = iXip7(x). 
(4.2) 
Taking into account connections between components of the vector * , we represent 
system (4.2) in a more convenient form as 
Eip0xx(x) - fci^b(x) + ^ii>4x(x) = -\2IJJO(X), 
\ 
Etp2xx{x) - k2%l)2{x) + k2ipex(x) = -A2*02(x), 
-kiipOx(x) + ki^4xx(x) + Ciip4(x) - Ciips(x) = -A2V>4(z), 
-k\i>2x{x) + k2ip6xx(x) - C2tpA(x) + C2II)Q{X) = -X2ip6(x). 
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(4.3) 
For the rest of Chapter IV and in Chapter V, we are interested in the asymptotic 
representation for the fundamental system of solutions of system (4.3) as |A| —» oo. 
It is convenient to reserve notation "\&" for a solutions of system (4.3) satisfying the 
boundary conditions as well, i.e., \I> € ^(A*/?)- Since for some time we are interested in 
a solution of system (4.3) which does not necessarily satisfy the boundary conditions, 
we will use another notation, "F" . If F = (/0, / i , /2, /a) , then system (4.3) can be 









































F(A,x) + A 2F(A,x)=0, AGC, xe[0,L}. (4.4) 
Introducing the following notations: 
F(1) = ( /o , / i ) T , F(2) = ( / 2 , / 3 ) T , ATdiag{E,E}, B = diag{k,k}, 
B = diag < k\, k% \ , C — 




we obtain a system of two matrix equations with respect to the unknown vectors F^ 
and F™: 
AF£\\, X) + BFP(\, X) - BF^{\, x) = -X2F^(X, X), 
(4.6) 
BF&\\,x) - BF£\x,x) + CFW(\,x) = -A2F<2)(A,x). 
On the next step, we will eliminate F^1' from system (4.6). To this end we derive 
from the second equation of (4.6) that 
Fi»(\x) = Fg\\,x) + B-lCF^\\x) + \"B-lF^(X,x). (4.7) 
Differentiating twice Eq.(4.7) and once the first equation from system (4.6), we get 
Fgl(Kx) = FJ2L(A,x) + B-1CF£>(A,x) + A ^ F J ^ x ) , (4.8) 
AFiH(X,x) + BFJg{\,x) - BFU(X,x) + X2F?\X,x) = 0. (4.9) 
Substituting (4.7) and (4.8) into Eq.(4.9), we obtain 
A (FJ£Lz{\,x) + B-xCF™(X,x) + X2B-lF^(\x)\ + BFg)(X,x)-
V }
 (4.10) 
( B - A 2 I ) (Fi^)(A,x) +
 JB-1CF(2)(A,x) + A25-1F(2)(A,x)) = 0. 
Collecting like-terms in (4.10), we have 
AFgLiX, x) + (AB~1C + AMtfT1 + A2l) Fil\\, x)-
V
 \ ; (4.11) 
(B - A2l) (B~1C + A2^"1) F<2>(A, x) = 0, 
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or, equivalently, 
F£L(\,X) + (B~1C + A2^-1 + AM-1) Fg\\,x)-
(A~1B - AM-1) (B~1 (C + A2I)) F<V(\, x) = 0. 
Let C (A) = C + A2I, then we transform Eq.(4.12) to the desired form: 
(4.12) 
FgLfr X)+(B~1C (A) + A2 A"1) Fi2>(A, x)-A~l (S - A2l) B~lC (A) F<2>(A, X) = 0. 
(4.13) 
Let us look for a solution of Eq.(4.13) in the form F(2)(A,x) = e^A^xF0, where F0 
is a two-component vector with constant components. Substituting such a vector in 
Eq.(4.13), we get 
{/(A)I + M2(A) ( B _ 1 C (A) + A2A"1) - [A~XB - A2A"1) i H e (A)} F0 = 0. 
(4.14) 
Eq. (4.14) has a nontrivial solution if and only if the determinant of the matrix in (4.14) 
acting on F0 is zero. To evaluate this determinant, we need explicit expressions for 
all 2 x 2 matrices entering (4.14). We have 
B_1C(A) = 























Multiplying A~\B - A2I) and B^CiX) we have 
A'1 (B - X2l) B~l<C (A) = 




C2 fc2-A2 C2+A2 fc2-A2 
fc2 « fc2 £ 
(4.17) 
Let A(i/) be a matrix at the left-hand side of Eq.(4.14) and v — /J2. Then the following 
representation holds for A(v): 
A(u) = 
u2I + v 
Ci . \ 2 
^ + A (* + i) fcl 
_ C 2 . 
fc2 
C2 _L \ 2 
fc2 
+ A; (i+*) 
C1+A2 fci-A2 Ci fci-A2 
fcl E kx E 
C2 fc2-A2 C2+A2 fc2-A2 
k2 E fc2 £ 
It is convenient to rewrite matrix (4.18) in new notation. Let 
(4.18) 
<*! = £ , 52 = & , £ ' = £-*, fcj = fcf\ fc2 = fc, - 1 2 • (4.19) 
We have from (4.18) 
(1/) = i / 2 / + 1/ 
(*! + A2 (fci + E') -5L 
-82 62 + \2{k'2 + E') 
(Sx + A2fci)(fcx - A2)£' -Ji(fci - A2)£' 
\ 
-52(fc2 - \2)E' (52 + A2fc2)(fc2 - \2)E 
(4.20) 
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, then for the entries Aik{u) the following formulas are 
An(u) = u2 + u[S1 + X2(kll + E')]-E,(51 + X2k'1)(ki-X2) 
u
2
 + 6i \u - E'(~h - A2) 
-u81 + S1E'(k1-X2), 
+ uX2(k[ + E') - A 2 ^ ^ - A2), 
A12{v) = 
A2l{v) = -v52 + 62E'(k2-X2), 




v2 + 62 [i/ - E'(k2 - A2)] + uX2{k'2 + E') - X2E'k'2(k2 - A2), (4.24) 
Taking into account (4.22) and (4.23), we rewrite (4.21) and (4.24) as 
An(u) = v2- Al2[y) + uX2(k{ + E') - A 2 £ ' A ^ i - A2), 




{u) = uX'ik', + Ef) - X'E'k^ki - A2), i = 1,2, 
we obtain that 
det(A(i/)) = det 
[v2 + M»)}-A12(i;) N A12(v) 




From (4.28), it follows that we are looking for the roots of the following biquadratic 
equation: 
[u2 + X1(i/)][I/2 + X2(i/)] - A12(u)[v2 + X2(i/)] - A21(v)[v2 + X1{u)] = 0. (4.29) 
Remark 4.1 / / the tubes are uncoupled, i.e., 81 = 62 = 0, then A\$ — A2i = 0 and 




ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE ROOTS OF 
EQUATION (4.29) 
Our goal in this chapter is to derive asymptotic approximations for the roots 
of biquadratic equation (4.29) as |A| —> oo. However, to make this equation more 
tractable, we impose the following conditions: 
K\ ^ K2 —- /C, /Ci = = /Co ^ rC , ( o . l ) 
which yields 
A12(u) = 61(E'(k - A2) - !/), A2x{y) = 82(E'(~k - A2) - u\ (5.2) 
X(i/) = Xi(u) = u\2(k[ + E') - A 2 ^ ^ ! - A2) = X2(i/). (5.3) 
Taking into account (5.2) and (5.3), we obtain from Eq.(4.29) 
y + X(v)]2-lu* + X(v)](A12 + A21) = 
\u2 + X(i/)]2 - (E'{k - A2) - v){8x + 52)y 4- X(i/)] = (&-4) 




6 = 6!+ 62. * (5.5) 
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So, under assumptions (5.1), Eq.(4.29) splits into two equations. They are 
u
2
 + uX2(k' + E')-X2E'k'(k-X2)=0, (5.6) 
v2 + uX2{k' + E') - X2E'k'(~k - X2) - 6(E'(k - A2) - v) = 0. (5.7) 
Letting 
a = k' + E', (5.8) 
we obtain 
v2 + vaX2 + X2E'k'(X2 -~k)=0, (5.9) 
v2 + u(aX2 + 6) + E'(X4k' - X2(k'~k -6)- 6~k) = 0. (5.10) 
We have the following representation for the two roots of Eq.(5.9); 
i/i,2 = - ^ ± yf^f - X4E'k' + X2E'k'~k = ~sf ± |Va2X2 - AX2E'k' + 4E'k'~k 
a\2 ± %yj(k' - E')2X2 + AE'k'k. 
(5.11) 
We have the following representation for the two roots of Eq.(5.10): 
I'M = - ^ ± \J{J^}^- - E'(X*k' - X2(k'~k -6)- 6k) 
= - f i£ t* ± \\j(aX2 + 6)2 - 4E'(X4k' - X2(k'k -6)- 6k) 
= - ^ ^ ± ly/x*a2 + 2a6X2 + 62- AXAE'k' + AX2E'{k'k -6)+ AE'6k 
= - ^ - ± \y/\A(E' - k')2 + 2X2(6{k' - E') + 2E'k'k) + 6(AE'k + 6). 
(5.12) 
Our next statement is related to the expressions^ of the vector F0 from Eq.(4.14). 
Lemma 5.1 If /x is such that the corresponding value of v coincides with v\ or z/2 
from (5.11), then the corresponding vector F0 with constant coordinates is proportional 
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to (1, l ) r . If n is such that the corresponding value of v coincides with vj, or 1/4 from 
(5.12), then the corresponding vector F0 is proportional to (1, — ^ -)T• 
Proof. First we notice that when v — i/l5 the following expressions holds for A(^i) 
from Eq.(4.29): 
- ^ 1 2 ( ^ 1 ) ^ 1 2 ( ^ 1 ) 
A2i(v1) -A2l(vx) 
AM = (5.13) 
and equation A(i/i)F0 — 0 yields F0 = d(l, l ) r , where d is an arbitrary constant. Now 
if v coincides either with 1/3 or 1/4, then as follows from (5.4), we obtain that 
v2 + X(i/) = 5 (E'{~k - A2) - 1A . (5.14) 
Substituting (5.14) into formula for An(v) of (4.25) and using expression (4.21) for 
A12(u), we get 
An(u) = v2 + X(i/) - Al2{u) = 6[E'{~k - u)] - ^[^(jfc - A2) - v] 
= 62[E'(k-\2)-v] = A2l{v). 
(5.15) 
Taking into account (5.15) and (4.24) for A2X(v), we obtain that A22(u) = Sx[E'(k — 
A2) — u] = AX2(v). Combining the last formula with (4.27), we obtain the following 
equation for a vector F0 corresponding to v = z/3 or v = J/4: 
^21(^3,4) ^12(^3 ,4) 
^21(^3,4) -4i2 (1*5,4) 
Fn = 0, 
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which yields F0 = d(l, — J2), with d being an arbitrary constant. 
The lemma is shown. • 
To complete this chapter, we formulate the result as the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 Differential equation (4.14) has eight linearly independent solutions 
given by the following formulas: 
Fj(X,x) = e^^F^j) j = 1,2,. ..,8. (5.16) 
The functions fij(X) are given by explicit formulas as 











^(A) = A=\l(aX2 + 5) + y/x^E' - A;')2 + 2X2{8(k' - E>) + 2E'k'k) + 8{AE'k + 5), 
= ^J(a + ^ j + ^ J(E' - k')2 + l(6(kf - E') + 2E'k'~k) + ^ {AE'k + 5), 
(5.19) 
fjtA(X) = A=V(aX2 + 6)- y/x4(E' - k')2 + 2X2(8(k' - E') + 2E'k'k) + S(AE'k + 5), 
iX \( 6 (E' - k')2 + ^(&(k' - E') + 2E'k'~k) + -^(AE'~k + S), 
(5.20) 
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//4+i(A) = -tij(X), j = 1,2,3,4. (5.21) 
F<3) = 
are defined by the formulas 
i= i 
F 0 ( 2 ) = F 0 ^ = F<6> = [ l , l ] r , 
F ( 4 ) = Fm= F ( 8 ) = 1 _ & 
(5.22) 
Lemma 5.3 Tfte following asymptotic approximations are valid for {^j(A)}^=1 as 





-^V/2A:, + 0 ( A - 2 ) = i v ^ A (1 + 0(A~2)), 
v2 
- ^ V 2 £ ' + 0(A"2) = iy/W'X (1 + 0(A-2)), 
v 2 










Proof. It can be easily seen that formulas (5.17) — (5.20) are equivalent to 
a+\ (E'-\k'y + AE'k'k 
a - \ (E'-k')2 + 4E'k'k 







a + — J + J{E' - fc')2 + ^ [<*(*' - #') + 2E'k'~k] + ^ (4£'fc + 6), 
(5.29) 
v / 2 W a + A 2 (£/ _ A;')
2
 + — [5(k> - E') + 2E'k'k + -(4E'k + S). 
(5.30) 
Using standard methods of asymptotic analysis (see, e.g., [8, 31]) we derive the fol-
lowing approximations: 
1/2 
a±y/(E'-k'y + ^ = a±(k'-E'){l
 + vfi^) , 
a±(k'-E')±T^^ + 0(X-% 
2k' + 0(\-2), for " + ", 
2E' + 0(\-2), for " - " . 
(5.31) 
In (5.31) we have used that the relation k' > E', that follows from engineering 
data. 
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a + £ - </(£' - A;')2 + £ to' - £') + 2£'fc'fc] + £(4£'jfc + 5) + 0(A"4), 
a + ^ - A / ( £ ' - A;')2 + -^ [<*(*' - E') + 2E'k'~k\ + -^(AE'k + 6) + 0(A~4) 
« + ^ - \E' - k'\ ( l +
 A2(fc, _ £,)2 [ W - E') + 2 ^ t ] + 0(A-4)J = 
a + A _
 {k> _ F ) ( l + A2(fc/ *_ g / ) 2 [*(tf - Ef) + 2E'k'~k] + 0(A~4)) = 
a +
 J? ~ {{k' ~ E>) + A 2 ( fc ' - E>) [5{k' ~ E'] + 2E'k'~k} + 0 ( A _ 4 ) ) = 
^44 2E'k'k (£' - k') 
(5.32) 
a + £ + «/(£' - A;')2 + £ [<*(*;' - #') + 2E'k'~kj + j-^AE'k + 6) + 0(\-*), 
a + ^ + J(E' - k'Y + ^ [d(k> - E') + 2E'k'kj + -^(AE'k + 5)+ 0(A~4) = 
a+i^k'-E^(!+^w 
. 25 2E'k'k ^
 2x 
S(k' - E') + 2E'k'k + 0(A~4) 
6(k' - E') + 2E'k'k\ + <9(A~4) 
(5.33) 
Substituting (5.31) into (5.17) and (5.18), we obtain formulas (5.23) and (5.24). Sub-
stituting (5.32) and (5.33) into (5.20) and (5.21), we obtain formulas (5.25) and 
(5.26). 
The lemma is shown. • 
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CHAPTER VI 
N E W REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 
We recall that to solve the main initial boundary-value problem, we have to satisfy 
eight boundary conditions stated for physical unknown functions, $ ^ \ &2\ W^l\ and 
W^2\ For convenience we reproduce them below. 
The conditions at x = 0 are (see (1.2)): 
[WU) _ *W] (o, t) = 0, *W(0, t) = 0, J = 1,2. (6.1) 
The conditions at x = L are (see (1.3)-(1.6)): 
~kj [$0) _ W(J)] ( L | t) = aU)WtU)(L, t), j = 1,2, (6.2) 
^ ^ ( L , t) = -PiJHJ\L, t), j = 1,2. (6.3) 
Let us rewrite conditions (6.1) — (6.3) in terms of the functions F^ and F^ intro-
duced in (4.5). Recalling that 
F(1)(A,x) is related to 
' &»(x,t) \ ( W^(x,t) \ 





we can see that the first two conditions of (6.1) are equivalent to one matrix equation 
F^(X,0)-F^(X,0) = 0. (6.5) 
The next two conditions of (6.1) are equivalent to 
F J ^ A . O ^ O . (6.6) 
Let Gj3 be the following matrix: 
G0 = -diag{E'p^\ E'^}. (6.7) 
Then two relations (6.3) can be written as 
F?\X, L) = iXG0F^(X, L). (6.8) 
Let Ga be the following matrix: 
Ga = diag{k^la{l\ fc2-1c*(2)}. (6.9) 
Then two relations (6.2) can be written as 
\ 
FW(X, L) - FJ2>(A, L) = i\GaF^(X, L). (6.10) 
On the next step, we eliminate F^ from all boundary conditions. To this end, we 
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use the original system of equations (4.6). From the second equation of this system 
we have 
F^(X,x) = B~l (BF!£+CFW + \ 2 F ^ (A,Z). (6.11) 
Differentiating once (6.11), we obtain 
F£\\,X) = B-1(BF£1 + CFV + \2FW)(\,X). (6.12) 
Substituting (6.12) into the first equation of (4.6), we obtain 
FM(\,X)=(B- X2!)'1 [BFP + AB-1 (SFW + CF™ + A2FJ2>)] (A,x). (6.13) 
Replacing F ^ in (6.5) and (6.6) with (6.13), we rewrite the boundary conditions at 
x = 0 in terms of F^ only. 
For (6.5), we have 
AF£l(\, 0) + BF<2\\, 0) + AB-1 (C + X2l) Fi2>(A, 0) = (B - A2I)FJ2)(A, 0). (6.14) 
For (6.6), we have 
AFgUX, 0) + £FJ2>(A, 0) + AB~\C + A2I)FJ2)(A, 0) = 0. (6.15) 
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For (6.8), we have 
AFgLx(\, L) + BFJ£(\, L) + AB~\C + \2I)F&\\, L) = 
i\(B - \2I)Gp(B - A2/)"1 (AFJE(A, L) + BFJ2)(A, L) + AB~\C + A2I)Fi2)(A, L)) . 
(6.16) 
Finally, for (6.10), we have 






LEFT REFLECTION MATRIX 
The general solution of the differential equation 
Fi%AKx) + (S-'CiX) + \2A~l) F«\\,x) - A'1 (B - A2l) BC(X)F^(X,x) = 0 
(7.1) 
can be written in the form: 
4 4 
F9(X, x) = Y^MW^F^ + Y,Bn(X)e-^WxFt\ (7.2) 
n=l n=l 
where {A(X)}^=1 and {23(A) }£=1 are unknown coefficients. Our goal is by using the 
set of boundary conditions to find asymptotic approximations for these coefficients 
as |A| —* oo. 
If we substitute Fg(X, •) into the boundary conditions we will have a linear system 
of eight equations in the eight unknowns Ai(A), #j(A), i = 1, ..,4. Let K(X) be the 
8 x 8 matrix of coefficients from the aforementioned system. We can write the set of 
the boundary conditions in a matrix form, K(X)X(X) = 0, where 
\ 
Z(A) = (A1(X), A2(X),A3(X),A4(^B1(X),B2(X),133(X),B4(X))T. 
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Finding approximations for the solution of the equation detfi-^A)] = 0 is an extremely 
difficult problem. So we take an alternative approach which we call the two-step pro-
cedure. This approach was instrumental in the study of the spectral asymptotics of a 
nonhomogeneous Timoshenko beam model [49] and coupled bending-torsion vibration 
model [48, 50]. 
Let us introduce two four-component vectors A4(X) and N(X), by the formulas 
M(X) = (A1(X),A2(X),A3(X),A4(X))T, 
(7.3) 
#(A) = (B1(X),B2(X),B3(X),B4(X))T. 
i) Using the left-hand side boundary conditions, we will find a relation between 
M(X) and N(X) in the form: 
M(X) = KL(A)#(A). (7.4) 
We call K^A) the left reflection matrix. We notice that if vectors A4(X) and 
N"(X) are related through the left reflection matrix, then the solution Fg(X, •) of 
form (7.2) satisfies Eq.(7.1) and only the left-end boundary conditions without 
any restrictions of its behavior at the right end. 
ii) Using the right-hand side boundary conditions, we will find a relation between 
A4(X) and A/"(A) in the form: \ 
M(X) = KR(\)tf(\). (7.5) 
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We call KR(A) the right reflection matrix. We notice that if vectors A4(X) and 
M(X), are related through the right reflection matrix KR(\), then the solution 
Fg(\, •) satisfies Eq.(7.1) and only the right-end boundary conditions without 
any restriction on its behavior at the left end. 
iii) Having relations (7.4) and (7.5), we conclude that they are consistent if and only 
if 
KL (A)^(A)=K i l (A)^(A). (7.6) 
Provided that K^X(A) exists, we obtain from (7.6) that 
#(A) = (K£1(A)Ki,(A)^(A)). (7.7) 
It is clear that homogeneous equation (7.7) has nontrivial solutions only at those 
points A that satisfy the following equation: 
det[I - K£1(A)KiJ(A)] = 0. (7.8) 
Equation (7.8) will be called the main spectral equation. It will be clear from the 
proof below, that this equation has a countable set of solutions. Our goal is to 
find asymptotic approximation for this set. We notice here that using our two-step 
procedure and working with the left- and right\reflection matrices, we are able to 
reduce asymptotic analysis of an 8 x 8 matrix to the analysis of 4 x 4 matrices. This 
makes our problem tractable. 
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To carry out our program, we need asymptotic approximations for both reflec-
tion matrices. In this chapter, we will derive asymptotic approximation for the left 
reflection matrix Kj,(A). 
7.1 Left Reflection Matrix 
The left-hand side boundary conditions (6.14) and (6.15) can be written in the 
form 
AFXXXX(X, 0)+(S + AB~lC(\)) FXX(X, 0) = 0, (7.9) 
AFXXX{\, 0) + (AB^CiX) + \2i) FX(X, 0) = 0, (7.10) 
where the matrices A, B, B and C are defined by formulas (4.5). Substituting 
representation (7.2) into Eq.(7.9), we obtain 
E t i A(A)/4(A) [A£{\) + AB~lC(X) + B] F0( 
En=i^(A)^(A) [ ^ ( A ) + AB-'C(X) + B] F0( 
n) ) (7.11) 
Substituting representation (7.2) into Eq.(7.10), we obtain 
E t i M^n(X) [Afi(\) + A2I + AB-lC(X)} F™ = 
E t i Bn(\)vLn(\) [M(\) + XH + AB-lC{\)] Ft\ 
(7.12) 
\ 
To deal with system (7.11) and (7.12) it is convenient to introduce new notations: 
V(X) = AB~lC(X) + B, £(X) = AB^CiX) + A2I (7.13) 
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Rewriting (7.11) and (7.12) in terms of (7.13), we obtain the following system of two 
matrix equations in eight unknowns: 
TLi MVtiW [V{\) + A£(\)] F0W = - E t i Bn(AK(A) [2>(A) + Anl{\)\ Ft]. 
E t i A(AK(A)[£(A) + Anl{X)]F^ = YLx Bn{X)nn{\){8{\) + ^ (A)]F0(n). 
System (7.14) can be written as the following matrix equation: 
(7.14) 
Kt(X)M(X)=K-L(X)Af(X), (7.15) 
where the matrices K£(A) and KL(A) are given by the formulas 
K+(A) = 
K2\\)Fi* K§\\)ltf> K§\\)F<» K%\X)F^ 
K^(X)F^ K?\\)Fi» K£3\X)F^ K^(X)F^ 
, (7.16) 
Kl(X) = -KS\\)FiV -KSH\)Fi
a)
 -Kg\\)F$» -K£\\)F*» 
4l)(A)F0(1) K?\X)F™ K$\\)F™ K£\\)F*» 
, (7.17) 
with K^' and Kg being defined as 
Kf(X) = yxJ(A) [Atf(X) + £(X)\ , j = 1,..., 4. 
(7.18) 
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In terms of K£ and KL, the left reflection matrix introduced in (7.4) can be given as 
KL(A)=[K£(A)]_1KZ(A). (7.19) 
Examining formulas (7.16) and (7.17), we notice that 
K+(A> = KZ(A) + 2V(A), (7.20) 
where 
V(A) = 
K£\\)Fi» 42)(A)F0(2) K§\\)ltf> KS\\)F$ (7.21) 
Using relation (7.21) for (7.15), we obtain 
(K£(X) + 2V(A)) M(X) = K£(\)tf(\). (7.22) 
Assuming that [K^A)] x exists for large |A|, we transform (7.22) to 
Af(X) = (I + 2[K^(A)]-1V(A))X(A). (7.23) 
The problem of finding asymptotic representation for the left reflection matrix will be 
\ 
solved if we derive asymptotic representations for the entries of the matrix [K~[ (A)] V(A) 
from (7.23). 
Lemma 7.1 Let {^y(A)}jl l j=1 be the entries of the matrix KL(\). Then the follow-
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ing formulas are valid: 
/in (A) = M A ) = -^\{X)[Ek'X2 + k + £/x?(A)], 
h12(\) = M A ) = -fi22(X)[Ek'X2 + k + Ef%(\)], 
M A ) = -}4(X)(Ek'X2 + ~k + n2{X)E + E6), 
M A ) = -7MA), 
hu(\) = -fj,l(X)(Ek'X2 + ~k + fi2(X)E + ES), 
MA) = -7MA), v 
hzi(X) = h4l(X) = ^(X)[Ef4(X) + X2(Ek' + 1)], 
M A ) = /142(A) = MA)[£/x|(A) + X2(Ek' + 1)], 
/133(A) = //3(A)[£/il(A) + £<* + A2(£A;' + 1)], 
/143(A) = -7/*33 (A), 
/134(A) = //4(A)[^1(A) + Etf + A2(£A;' + 1)], 
/144(A) = - 7 M A ) . 
(7.24) 
Proof. To prove formulas (7.24) for the entries 6f KL(A), we start with the repre-
sentations for {/^(A) (£>(A) + ${X)A) F^]}j=v For i = 1,2, by using formulas (4.5), 




Ek-l{d + X2) + k -Ek^d 




fi(\) (1>(\) + fi(\)A) Ft 
= M?(A) 
Ek'^d + X^ + k + nlWE -Ek~lCx 
-Ek-xC2 Ek-\C2 + A2) + jfc + f4(X)E 
= ^(A) 
Ek^X2 + k + f4(\)E 
Ek-lX2 + ~k + t4{X)E 
= //2(A) (Ek-W + ~k + £//2(A)) 
(7.26) 
Similar calculations yield: 
fi{\) (V{\) + fit(X)A) F0(2) = i4(X) (Ek-'X2 + ~k + E(4(X)) (7.27) 
To evaluate expressions for i = 3,4, we notice that FQ = [1, —7]T, where 7 = f1, 
z = 3,4. Hence, for i = 3, using (7.25), we have 
/,2(A)(P(A) + ^(A)A)F0^ = 
^I(A) JS?Jfc-
x(Ci + A2) + k + i4(X)E -Ek-ld 
-Ek^Co 
- \ 
Ek~l(C2 + X2) + k + f4(X)E "7 
(7.28) 
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Using notation fc' = fc l (see (4.19)), we transform (7.28) to 
/4W 
Ek'(d + A2) + fc + f4(\)E -Ek'd 




Ek'X2 + k + (4(\)E + Ek'd(l + 7) 
- 7 (Ek'X2 + fc + l4{\)E + Ek'C2{\ + ±) 
Recalling that 5t = Cik', i = 1,2, (4.19), we reduce (7.29) to 
/4(A) 
£fc'A2 + fc + /z§(A)E + £5 
-7 (tffc'A2 + fc + f4(X)E + ES\ 
f4 (A) (#fc'A2 + fc + f4(\)E + ES\ 
1 
~7 
Corresponding calculations for i = 4 yield 





We continue by getting expressions for i faiX) (Afi2(X) + 5(A)) FQ > . For i = 1,2, 
by using formulas (4.5), the fact that FQ = (1,1)T, and 
S(X) = E{8X + fc'A
2) + A -ES1 \ 




/x1(A)(^(A)+^(A))F0 ( 1 ) = 
^i(A) 
Enl(X) + E{8X + k'X2) + A2 -E8X 
-ES2 E,4{\) + E(52 + k'X2) + A2 
/*i(A) 
Efi2{X) + X2(Ek' + 1) 
En2(X) + X2(Ek' + 1) 
=
 fi1(X)(Erf(X) + X2(Ek' + l)) 
Similarly, we obtain 
^2(A)(^2(A) + £(X))F™ = /x2(A) (E(4(X) + X2(Ek' + 1)) 
(7.33) 
(7.34) 
Next we evaluate expressions for i = 3,4., we note that F0W = [1, —7]T, where 7 = J*-. 
From (7.32) we have, 
M A ) ( ^ 2 ( A ) + £(A))F0(3) 
W»(A) 
£//§(A) + £(<*! + A;'A2) + A2 -E6X 






£?At§(A) + £<5i(l + 7) + X2(Ek' + 1) 
- {ES2(1 + 7) + 7 [^l(A) + A2(£/c' + 1)]} 
Ef4(X) + E6i(l + 7) + A2(£fc' + 1) 
- 7 {Ef4(\) + ES2 ( l + i ) + A2(£fc' + 1)} 
(7.35) 
Using the facts that 7 = J* and <5 = Si + S2, we reduce (7.35) to 
/,3(A)(^|(A) + 5(A))F0(3) = ^(A) Ei4{X) + ES + X
2(Ek' + l) 
-7 {E/z§(A) + £5 + A2(£A/ + 1)} 




Similarly we have, 
At4(A)(A/i2(A) + ^(A))F0(4) = /x4(A) 
£M1(A) + £ 5 + A2(£A;' + 1) 
-7 {Ef4(X) + E8 + X2(Ek' + 1)} 




Combining (7.26), (7.27), (7.30), (7.31), (7,34), (7.36) and (7.37) we obtain the result. 
The lemma is shown. • \ 
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Theorem 7.2 The matrix I + 2[KL(A)] 1V(A) has the following asymptotic repre-
sentation: 
I+2[K£(A)]-1V(A) = 
1 2^fEk'{l + 0{\~2)) 0 0 
<9(A-2) v - 1 0 0 
0 0 1 2V^F(1 + 0(A-2)) 
0 0 0(\~2) - 1 
(7.38) 
Proof. Notice that the two last rows of the matrix V(A) are zeros, therefore it is 
enough to calculate the entries only for the first two columns of the matrix [K^(A)j 
Based on the results of Lemma 7.1, it is convenient to introduce the following 
notations: 
Hl(X) = hn(X), H2{\) = h12(X), H3(X) = h13(X), H4(X) = h14(X), 
G1(X) = h31(X), G2(X) = h32(X), G3(X) = h33(X), G4(X) = h34(X). 
(7.39) 



















We recall that we have to calculate the first two columns of [KL(A)j . First we 












-7# 4 (A) 
G4(A) 
-7G4(A) 
- (1 + 7)2 
HM H2(X) H3(X) H4(X) 
0 0 H3(X) H4(X) 
Gi(X) G2(X) G3(X) G4(X) 
0 0 G3(X) G4(X) 
#x(A) H2(X) 0 0 
0 0 H3{X) H4(X) 
Gi(X) G2(X) 0 0 
0 0 G3(A) G4(A) 
Expanding (7.41) with respect to the first column entries, we get 
= (1 + 7)S (7.41) 
det[KZ(A)] 
(l + tfH^X) 
0 H3(X) H4(X) 
G2(X) 0 0 
0 G3(A) G4(X) 
+ Gx(A)(l +
 7 ) s 
H2(X) 0 0 
0 H3(X) H4(X) 
0 G3(X) G4(X) 
= (1 +
 1)2[H1(X)G2(X) - G1(A)i/2(A)][^4(A)G3(A) - H3(X)G4(X)] 
= (l + rfW(X)V(X), (7.42.) 
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where 
W(X) = H1(X)G2(X) - G?i(A)^2(A), V(X) = H4(X)G3(X) - H3(X)G4(X). (7.43) 
We need just eight entries of the matrix [K^(A)]-1 that will be denoted as {^y(A)}^ l j=1 . 
Now we provide explicit formulas for these entries. 




H2(X) -jH3(X) -yH4(X) 
G2(X) G3(X) G4(A) 
G2(X) -jGs(X) - 7 G 4 (A) 
G2(A)(-7)(1 + l){H3GA - H4G3) 7 (1 + >y)V(X)G2(X) 
7G2(A) 
detK£(A) (l + -y)2W{X)V(X) 
(1 + 7)W(A)' (7.44) 
Entry M A ) : 
e2i(X) = (-If detK^(A) 
HxiX) -7H3(X) -7^ 4 (A) 
d ( A ) G3(A) G4(A) 
Gi(A) -7G3(A) -7G4(A) 
( _ l ) ( _ G l ( A ) ( - 7 ) ( i + 7)( / / 3G 4 - HAG3)) 
7Gi(A) 
detK2(A) 
(i + # W 
M T X I + T M * ) 
(1 + 7)W(A)F(A) 
(7.45) 
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MA) H2(X) -7#4(A) 
d(A) G2(A) G4(A) 
MA) G2(A) -7G4(A) 
-G4( l + 7 ) ( # i G 2 - ^ M _ G4(A)(1 + i)W{\) 





 7)V(A)' (7.46) 




MA) H2(X) —,H3(\) 
MA) G2(A) G3(A) 
MA) G2(A) -TG3(A) 
G3(A)(1 + 7)(i?iG2 - H2GX) _ G3(A)(1 +7)W(A) 


























_ G2(A)(1 + 7)F(A) 


















 + 1)W(XY 
G4(A) 
-lG4(X) 
G1(A)(1 + 7)V(A) 
(l + j)2V(X)W(X) 
(7.49) 




tfi(A) H2(X) F4(A) 
d ( A ) G2(A) G4(A) 
GX(A) G2(A) - 7G 4(A) 











i/x(A) #2(A) H3(X) 
Gx(A) G2(A) G3(A) 
Gi(A) G2(\) -7G3(A) 
det iq(A) 





 7)21/(A) W(X) 
(1 + 7)V(A)' (7.51) 
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Using expressions (7.44) — (7.51) we can calculate I + 2(KL(A)) ^ (A) , and have 
l + 2(K-L(X))-lY(X) 
2 




















2H1{X)G1(X) •, , 2/f2(A)Gi(A) 















-, , 2tf3(A)G4(A) 
1



















Let us modify the diagonal entries of the matrix KL(X) = I + 2(KL(A)) *V(A). 
K i ( l , l ) = 1 2#1(A)G2(A) W(A) - 2#1(A)G2(A) 
W(X) W(X) 
Hi(X)G2(X) - Gi(X)H2(X) - 2H1(X)G2(X) 
W(X) 
gi(A)G2(A) + ff2(A)G1(A) 
W(A) (7.53) 
KL(2,2) = 1 + 2H2(X)G1(X) ]V{X) + 2H2(X)G1(X) W(X) \ W(X) 
H1{X)G2(X) - H2(X)G1{X)+2H2(X)G1{X) 
W(X) 
H1(X)G2(X) + H2(X)G1(X) 
W(X) (7.54) 
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KL(3,3) = 1 + 
2H3(X)G4(X) V(X) + 2H3(X)G4{X) 
V(X) V(X) 
H4(X)G3(X) - H3(X)G4(X) + 2H3(X)G4(X) 
V(X) 
H4(X)G3(X) + ff3(A)G4(A) 
V(X) (7.55) 
Ki(4,4) = 1 2H4(X)G3(X) _ V(X) - 2H4{X)G3{X) 
V(X) V(X) 
H4(X)G3(X) - H3(X)G4(X) - 2H4(X)G3(X) 
V(X) 
H3(X)G4(X) + H4(X)G3(X) 
V(X) (7.56) 
Setting 
yyfX\ = Hi(A)G2(A)+Ha(A)Ci(A) ^ 
i ; / ) \ _ iJ4(A)G3(A)+g3(A)G4(A) 
(7.57) 

















We notice that [KL(A)] x is a blockwise diagonal, hence to find the inverse of this 



















Existence of this inverse matrix is determined by existence of each of the diagonal 
matrices. Evaluating the corresponding determinants, we have 
det 
-W(A) 2H2(X)G2(X) W(X) 
2H1(X)G1(X) 
W(X) 
= -W2(A) + 4H1(X)G1(X)H2(X)G2(X) 
W2{X) 
W(X) 
(H1(X)G2(X) + H2(X)G1(X))2(X) , 4H1(X)Gl(X)H2(X)G2(X) 
W2(X) 
(g!(A)G2(A) - H2(X)G1(X))2 
W2(X) 
+ 




V(A) 2H4(A)G4(A) V(X) 
_2HsW^W _ y ( A ) 
= -V2(A) + 4H3(X)G3(X)H4(X)G4(X) 
V2(X) 
(H4(X)G3(X) + #3(A)G4)2(A) 4ff3(A)G3(A)//4(A)g4(A) 
^
2(A) 
(//4(A)G3(A) - H3(X)G,(X))2 
V2(X) 
V2(X) 
= - 1 . (7.61) 
So, the invertibility of the matrix K^(A) is obvious. 
Finally, we derive asymptotic representations for the entries of the matrix from 
(7.58), which will complete the proof of the theorem. In what follows, it is convenient 
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Mi(A) _ zy/FA[l + Q(A~2)] 
A A 
Af2(A) = iy/&\[l + Q(\-2)} 
A A 
/i3(A) zAv/F 




1 + i , _ ek'k 




= iy/E~'(l + 0(\-2)), 
n 1/2 
(1 + 0(A-4)), (E' - k') 
1/2 











(£ ' - k')X2 
(E' - k')X2 
1/2 
(1 + 0(A-4)). 
(1 + 0(A-4)), 
(7.62) 
















//2(A)[£A;'A2 + fc + ff/i2(A)] 
A4 
^(AHffA^ + fr + ff/^A)] 
A4 
t4(X)[Ek'X2 + k + i4(\)E + ES] 
A4 
n\(X)\Ek'X2 + k + fi2(X)E + ES] 
A4 
Atl(A)[JS/i2(A) + A 2 ( ^ + l)] 
A3 
/i2(A)[g^2(A) + A 2 ( ^ + l)] 
A3 
//3(A)[£/*j(A) + g<? + A 2 ^ + 1)] 
A3 
-jll(X)[Ek' + Eti(X) + 0(X-% 
-j%(X)[Ek' + Eiil(X) + 0(X-2)], 
= -ti(X)iEk' + al(X)E + 0(X-2)}, 
= -jil(X)[Ek' + ji2(X)E + 0(X-2)}, 
^fHWiEfiW + Ek' + l], 
= ji2(X)[Eii2(X) + Ek' + l}, 




Substituting asymptotic representations of /2j(A) into the formulas for Hi(X) and 
Gi(X), we finally get 
A4 
= k' [Ek' - Ek' + 0(\-2)] (1 + 0(A"2)) 
= A:'0(A-2)(1 + 0(A-2)) = 0(A-2), (7.64) 
#2(A) 
A4 
= E'[£;A; ,-£; JE;' + O ( A - 2 ) ] ( H - O ( A - 2 ) ) 




1 I, E'k'k 
1 + TTT^ I 8 k'X2 \" E'-kf 
J_ (x _ E'k'~k 
AM £ ' - k' 
Ek' - Ek' 1 / . E'k'k 1 + TTTT: id 
1 / . ETJfc 
1 + TTT^ T I 8 k'X2 E'-k' 
(1 + 0(A-')) A;'A2 V" £' - k' 
(1 + 0(A-2))=0(A-2), (7.66) 
#4(A) 
A4 
E' 1 + 
Jflfc 
= £ ' 
(£ ' - fc')A2 
fc'Jb 
1 + (£ ' - fc')A2 
- (E ' -A; ' ) (1 + 0(A-2)), 
£A/ - £ £ ' 1 + 
£A/ - 1 -
k'k 
(E' - k')X2 
k'k 
(1 + 0(A-2)), 
(E' - k')X2 
\ 
\ 
(1 + C(A-2)), 
(7.67) 
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^ 1 = iy/k'[-Ek' + Ek' + 1 + 0(A-2)](1 + 0(A"2)), 
= i V ^ l + 0(A"2)), (7.68) 
G2(A) 
A3 i^E~'[-EE' + Ek' + 1 + 0(A-
2)](1 + 0(A"2)), 
i\fE'{Ek' + 0(\-2)} = iv^fc'(l + 0(A-2)), (7.69) 
g3(A) 
A3 
= i\fk' 1 (e k'k 1 + T-r^ IS 
-Ek' 
k'X2 \ E'-k' 
1
 (r k'k 





- iVi? i +
 2k>x2 ^ E, _ k, 
= i\/F(l + 0(A-2)), 
+ £&' + 1 } (1 + 0(A"2)) 
k'k 
AM E ' - Jfe' 
(7.70) 
(1 + C(A-2)) 
(7.71) 
G4(A) 
A3 = iVW 1 + 
A/fc 
-,1/2 
-EE' I 1 + 
= iy/W' 




( £ ' - A;')A2 
k'k 
2(E' - Jt')A2 
2\/EA;'(l + 0(A-2)). 
+ Ek' + l + 0(A"2) ^ (1 + 0(A-2)) 
[EA:' + 0(A-2)J(1 + 0(A-2)) 
(7.72) 
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With expressions (7.63)-(7.72), we calculate the entries of [KL(A)] 1, and have 
HXG2 + GXH2 i^Ek\\ + 0(A"2))0(A-2) + iy/k'{E' - k')(l + 0(A~2)) W(X) = 
HXG2 - GXH2 iVEk'(l + 0(A"2))0(A-2) - i^{E' - k')(l + 0(\~2)) 
= - l + C(A-2), (7.73) iVViE'-k'^l + OiX-
2)) _ • , , ^ M _ 2 > 
V(A) = • 
-iVk'{E' - k'){l + 0(A-2)) 
H4G3 + H3G4 = iy /F(£ ' - AQ(1 + 0(A~2)) + ^ A : ' 0 ( A - 2 ) ( 1 + 0(A"2)) 
H4G3 - H3G4 iy/k'(E' - k'){l + 0(A-2)) - iVEk'0(X-2)(l + 0(\-2)) 
iVk'{E'-k'){l + 0{\-2)) 
iVWiE' - k')(l + 0(A-2)) 1 + 0(A-
2), (7.74) 
gi(A)Gi(A) _ i^ 7 Q(A- 2 ) [ l + Q(A-2)] _ 0(A-2) _
 2 
W(A) ~ W(X) ~lV(Xj~U[X h {7Jb) 
H3(X)G3(X) _ i ^ O ( A - 2 ) ( l + Q(A-2)) _ Q(A-2) _ 2 
V(X) ~ V(X) ~~VW~ { h { } 
The theorem is shown. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
RIGHT REFLECTION MATRIX 
We recall that the right-hand side boundary conditions can be given as follows 
Fil\X,L)=i\G0F^(\,L), (8.1) 
F<1>(A,L)-/f>(A lL) = tAGaF<a>(A,L)> (8.2) 
where the diagonal matrices Ga and Gp are defined by the following formulas (see 
(6.7) and (6.9)): 
Ga= diag\k^la{l\ ~k^a{2)\, (8.3) 
Gp = -diag{E'Pw, E'P(2)}. (8.4) 
Taking into account that B and Gp are diagonal matrices, and thus 
[B - A2l) Gp (B - A2l) l = Gp, 
we reduce Eq.(6.16) to the form 
AF%JL(\, L)+(B + AB~\C + A2I)) F&\\, L) = 
i\GpAF£l(\,L) + iXGp (B + AB~\C + A2I)) FX(2)(A, L). 
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(8.5) 
Now we make an important modification of Eq.(8.5). We notice that each term in 
Eq.(8.5) can be written as a multiple of a function of the form: A^d "^ , with 
n = 0,1,2, and m = 1,2,3,4. If a term contains n and m such that n + m > 4 then 
we will called it a "higher order term"; otherwise we call a term a "lower order term". 
Let us keep all higher order terms of Eq.(8.5) at the left-hand side of this equation 
and move all lower order terms to the right-hand side. We obtain 
FJ2L(A, L) + A ^ ^ F i ^ A , L) - i\G0 (F£1 + ^B^FP) (A, L) = 
v J
 (8.6) 
i\G0 (A~lB + B~lc) FJ2)(A, L) - A~\B + C)FJ2)(A, L). 
We notice that the order of the left hand-side of Eq.(8.6) is four and the right-hand 
side is two. 
Simplifying Eq.(6.17), 
AF£l(\, L) + \2AB-lFW(\, L) + A2Fi2>(A, L) + i\3GaF™(\, L) = 
(-BF™ - AB-lCFW + £FJ2) + i\BGaF{2)} (A, L). (8.7) 
we reduce it to the form 
AFit + \2(AB~l + I)Fi2)(A, L) + i\3GaF^(X, L) = 
iABGaF(2)(A, L) - AB'XCF^\\ L), (8.8) 
\ 
with the matrices A, B, C being defined in formulas (4.5). 
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8 1 Rough Approximat ion of Right Reflection Mat r ix 
In what follows, we first obtain the right reflection matrix corresponding a simpler 
system than (8.6) and (8.8). Namely, we consider a new system of two equations, the 
left hand-sides of which are the same as the left hand-sides of Eqs.(8.6) and (8.8) and 
the right-hand sides have been replaced with zeros. Our new system is 
F£L(A, L) + \2B-lFg(\, L) - i\G0 (Fgl + \*B-lFW) (A, L) = 0, 
Fill + A2 (S-1 + A-1} Fi2>(A, L) + iXZA-'GaF^iX, L) = 0. (8.9) 
At the end of this chapter we show that taking into account the right hand-sides of 
our original system leads to the asymptotically small corrections of the right reflection 
matrix corresponding to system (8.9). 
We substitute representation (7.1) into the first equation of system (8.9) to have 
J2 MV [/4(A)I + \2B-V2(A) - i\G0£(\) - i\*GpB-^n{\)] e^^F^ + 
n=l 
£ t f n ( A ) [/4(A)I + A2B"V2(A) + tAG/,/4(A) +i\*GfiB-1»n{\j\ e'^^F^ = 0. 
n l 
4 
n = l 
(8.10) 
The second equation of (8.9) becomes: 
E A(A) [/4(A)I + AWAX5-1 + A-1) + i\*A-'Ga] e^^F^ -
n=l 
]T> n (A) [^(A)I + AV n (A) (5 - 1 +A- 1 ) - i A M - 1 ^ . ] e~^LFt] = 0. (8.11) 
l 
4 
n = l 
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System (8.10) and (8.11) can be written as the following matrix equation for the 
vectors M(X) and J\f(\) introduced in (7.3): 
K+(\)M(\)=K-R(\)Af(\), (8.12) 
The matrix K£(A) can be written in the form K£(A) = [Kf(A), Kj(A), Kj(A), Kj(A)], 




+m -K (A) 
(/4(A) + A25~V?(A) - i\Gpfi(A) - iA^B-ViCA)) e«^LF0(1) 
(/if(A) + AVi(A)(5-1 + A'1) + i A M - ^ a ) ^WLF0 ( 1 ) 
(/4(A) + A2£-V!(A) - iAG„/4(A) - a3G^5-V2(A)) e ^ W ^ f 
(/4(A) + A2/i2(A)(5-1 + yl-1) + i A M - ^ a ) e w W 1 ^ ' 
(/4(A) + A25"V|(A) - iAG„/4(A) - •A3G/9B-1/i3(A)) e^WL^O) 
(/4(A) + A2/x3(A)(B-1 + A"1) + i A M - ^ a ) e«(A'LF0(3) 
(/4(A) + A25" V1(A) - i A G ^ A ) - iX3G0B-l^(X)) e^LF^ 
(/4(A) + A2//4(A)(B"1 + yl"1) + i A M - 1 ^ ) e"W L ^ 4 ) 
18.13) 
Similar representation holds for the marix KR(A) from (8.12). Let 
E(\) = diag {e»M}A (8.14) 
then 








^(A) (^(A)! - i\G0) (/x?(A)I + A 2 ^- 1 ) F0(1) 
^i(A) (//?(A)I + A 2 ^ - 1 ) + AM-^/x^AJE + iAG^Fo^ 
/z2(A) fo(A)I - i\G0) (M|(A)I + A2^"1) F0(2) 
/ia(A) (^(A)I + A 2 ^- 1 ) + AM"1 (//2(A)I + zAGa) F0(2) 
/13(A) (/i3(A)I - iAG,) (M2(A)I + A 2 ^- 1 ) F0(3) 
/13(A) (//1(A)! + A2^"1) + A 2 ^ 1 (/i3(A)I + *AGa) F0(3) 
/i4(A)>4(A)I - iAG^) (//2(A)I + A 2 ^ 1 ) F0(4) 
/i4(A) (/il(A)I + A 2 ^- 1 ) + A2^-1 (//4(A)I + iAGQ) F0(4) 
Ki(A) = £*(A) [E(A)]"1, 
(8.16) 
(8.17) 
where/Cfl(A) = [/C: (X),fC2 (A),/C3 (A),/C4 (A)] and four-component vectors Kt (A), 




-^(A) (M2(A)I + iAG„) (/,2(A)I + A 2 ^ 1 ) F0(1) 
^i(A) (M?(A)H + A2!?"1) + AM"1 (^(A)! - iAG«) F0(1) 
-/12(A) (/i?,(A)I + iAG„) (//2(A)I + A 2 ^- 1 ) F0(2) 
//2(A) (/x2(A)I + A 2 ^- 1 ) + AM""1 (//2(A)I - iAG«) F0(2) 
-Ms(A) (M|(A)I + iAG^) (/x|(A)I V A 2 ^ 1 ) F0(3) 




-/i4(A) (^i(A)I + i\G0) (A*2(A)I + A2^"1) F0(4) 
/i4(A) (/x|(A)I + A 2^- 1 ) + AM"1 (/i4(A)I - iAG?a) Fc 
Let us apply the following diagonal matrix A, A = diag {A-4, A-4, A-3, A - 3}, to both 
sides of Eq.(8.12). Without any misunderstanding, we will keep the same notations 






 iG0) ( ^ i + £-1) F « 
a£> ^ j
 + 5-1^  + ^ -1 ^ n + iGa) F0(: 
M ^ ^ 1 _
 iGp) ^ 1 + 5-1 j F(j2) 
E2LV. ^ 1 + B - ^ + A - 1 ( ^ 1 + iGa) F0(: 
/i£0 ^ 1 _ j G / 3 ) ^ i + B - 1 ) F0(3) 
ttd*> ^ 1 + B~l) + A-1 (*j&I + iGa) if 
«*£> (t&Li _
 iGp) (*&>K + B'1) F0(4) 





.tijp. ^ 1 +
 iGp) (/£wn + B - 1 ) F0( 
S f ( ^ I + E"1) + A"1 ( ^ 1 - iGa) F0(1 
_^ (eMi + iGp) (&j&i+ B-1) F0(2) 





. ^ 0 ^ i
 + iG^ (EMI + jg-i) F0(3) 
^ ) ( ^ i + B"1) + A"1 ( ^ 1 - iGa) F0(: 
_ ^ A ) ^ I + i G ^ ( ^ l l + r 1 ) F0(4) 
^ 2 ^ n + B - 1 ) + A-1 ( ^ 1 - iGQ) F0( 






Ai(A) (/ii(A)I - zG )^ (A?(A)I + 5"1) F0(1) 
Ax (A) (/i?(A)I + B"1) + ^ (Ai(A)I + iGa) F0(1) 
/22(A) (/x2(A)I - iG^) (Ai(A)I + B-1) F0(2) 
£2(A) (/il(A)I + 5-1) + .I"1 (/i2(A)I + iGa) F0(2) 
/is(A) (//3(A)I - iGp) (/^(A)I + 5"1) F0(3) 
As(A) (^l(A)I + B"1) + A'1 (/23(A)I + iGa) F0(3) 
/24(A) (/*4(A)I - ^ ) (/i|(A)I + B"1) F0(4) 




-ft (A) (ft(A)I + iGp) (/i2(A)I + B-1) F0(1) 
ft (A) (/i?(A)I + 5-1) + ^ (ft(A)I - iGQ) F0(1) 
-ft(A) (ft(A)I + tG,) (/2i(A)I + 5- 1 ) F0(2) 





-/x3(A) (/2s(A)I + iGp) (Al(A)E + 5" 1 ) F0(3) 
/13(A) (AI(A)I + 5 - 1 ) + ^ (A,(A)I - iGa) F0(; 
-/24(A) (/24(A)I + iG0) (#(A)I + 5" 1 ) F0(4) 
AU(A) (A2(A)I + B- 1 ) + A-1 (/i4(A)I - iGQ) F0( 
Based on the key-equation 
K+(A)A<(A) = K*(A)jV(A), (8.23) 
it can be seen that the right reflection matrix KR(X) can be represented in terms of 
K%(\) as 
Kfl(A) = [K+(A)]-1KH(A). (8.24) 
Using notations (8.15) and (8.17) we can rewrite the previous equation as follows 
IMA) = [E(A)]-1[/C+(A)]-1^(A) [E(A)]"1. (8.25) 
In the next statement, we describe the entries of the matrices /C^(A). 
,4,4 Lemma 8.1 1. Let {^iJ(A)}i^1 .=1 be the entries of the matrix JC^(X). Then the 
following formulas are valid: 
hij(X) = (A?(A) + V){Efi(\) + ifiXx)^), j = l , - -- ' ,4 , 
h2j(X) = (/2J2(A) + A;')WJ2(A) + ^ ( A ^ ( 2 ) ) ' J ' = = 1 ' 2 ' 
M A ) = -7(AJ(A) + k')(Ejl](X) + iHj(X)p^), j = 3,4, 
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h3j(X) = Ejl](X) + (Ek' + 1)^(A) + ik-xoF> j = 1, • • • , 4, 
M A ) = E^(X) + (Ek' + l )^(A) + z'k-'aW, j = 1,2, (8-26) 
M A ) = - 7 ( ^ 3 ( A ) + (Ek' + l)Ai(A) + i*"1^2)) , j = 3,4. 
I 4,4 2. Let {^ (A)} /^
 = 1 fee the entries of the matrix K,R(X). Then the following for-
mulas are valid: 
J = l , - - - , 4 , 
.7 = 1,2, 
J = 3 , 4 , 
j = l , - - - , 4 , 
J = 1,2, 
(8.27) 
5ii(A) = -(^2(A) + A;')(^2(A) - MA)/? ( 1 )), 
M A ) = -(^2(A) + k')(Efi(X) - ifij(X)^), 
MX) =
 70i?(A) + fc')(^2(A) - MA)/? ( 2 )), 
M A ) = £ $ ( A ) + (£* ' + l)/Zj(A) - ifc-W1* 
M A ) = ££?(A) + (££;' + l)Aj(A) - ik-Wl 
M A ) = - 7 ( £ $ ( A ) + (£* ' + l)Hj(X) - ik~'a^) , j = 3 , 4 . 
Since in the present work, we consider the case of the parameters when a^ = a^ = 
a ^ O and /3^ — fi^ =(3^0. The proof below will be done for this specific case. 
Proof. We start by calculating expression for the first row of /C^(A), i. e., 
j/2i(A) (Ai(A)I - iGp) fe(A)I + B-1) j _ by using formulas (8.3), (8.21) and the fact 
that F0(1) = (1, l ) r , we have 





L o -p 
P?n(X) + ifln(X)E'p 0 
0 ti(X) + iiin(X)E'P 
(8.28) 
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Hence we have for n=l 
Ai(A)(/ii(A)I - iGfi)(Aft{\) + AB~l)F^ = 
E(fl21(X) + k')(fll(X)+iE'P) 0 
0 E(fi(\) + k!)(iii(\) + iE,p) 
Ai(A) 
Ai(A) 
£J(/if(A) + A;')(/ii(A) + i£;'/?) 
= Efa(\)(ji*(\) + k?)(ix1(\) + iE'P) 
Similar calculations yield for n=2 
(8. 
r.2f\\ . J D - 1 \ P ( 2 ) /i2(A)(/22I - tG^)(^/ii(A) + AB" 1 )^ 
Eji2(\)(%(\) + k')(JMt(\) + iE'l3) (8. 
To evaluate expressions for i = 3,4, we notice that F0W = [1, ~7]T, where 7 
Hence for i = 3 we have from (8.3) and (8.21) 
-1M?(3) /*s(A)(As(A)I - ^ ) ( A ^ ( A ) + A B " 1 ) ^ = 
&(A) 
£(/}|(A) + A/)(/23(A)+i£7?) \ 0 
0 E(HUX) + k')(il3(\)+iE'p) -7 
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Similarly we have 
/&3(A) 
E(p*(\) + kf)(ji3(\) + iE'(3) 
-E(fi(\) + k')(fa(\) + iE'P)>y 
Efa(\)(fll(\) + k')(iiz(\) + iE'p) 
-1 
(8.31) 
A4(A)(/i4(A)I - iG0)(Afil(X) + AB~l)F^ 
1 




Combining formulas (8.29)-(8.32), we obtain the expressions for < hkj(X) > from 
I J j=l,k—l 
(~ 1 4'4 
(8.26). To derive the representations for the remaining functions < hkj \ , we use 
the second row expressions of IC^(X) from (8.21). It is convenient to set Q = AB~X +1 
and have, 
Q = AB~l + 1 = 
(Ekf + 1) 0 
0 (Ekf +1) 
(8.33) 
f ~ 14 '4 To derive the representations for the functions < hki(X) > , 
I ) j=l,fc=3 we use 
Afl3n(X) + Qfin(X)+iGa 
/in (A) 
J5#(A) + (Ekf + 1) 0 
0 £/#(A) + (Ekf + 1) 
+ 
iak * 0 
0 zaA;-1 
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Efl3n(X) + (Ek' + l)fln(X) + iak-
Efi3n(X) + (Ek' + 1)/2„(A) + iak - l 
(8.34) 
Using (8.19) and (8.34) for n = 1, we obtain 
(A}l31(X) + Qfi1(X)+iGa)F^ = 
Ej%(\) + (Ek' + l)/2i(A) + iaifc-1 0 
0 ££i(A) + (Ek' + l)/2i( A) + zaAr1 
F/i?(A) + (FA;' + l)/ii(A) + iak-1 
Ej%(\) + (Ek' + l)/2i(A) + iak-1 
Eft(X) + (Ek' + l)/2i(A) + zaA; - l 
(8.35) 
Similarly for n = 2 we have 
( ^ | ( A ) + Q/i2(A)+iGQ)F0(2) = 
£/}3(A) + (FA/ + 1)/22(A) + iak~l 
Ef4(X) + (Ek' + 1)/22(A) + iak'1 




For n = 3,4 we have to consider FQ = [1,-7] where 7 = I2- and obtain 
* i 
(A^(A) + Q/i3(A)+iG'Q)F0(3)= \ 
E$(X) + (Ek'+ l)fa(X) + iak-1 0 




Ej%(\) + (Ek' + 1)/23(A) + iak'1 
- 7 (Ej%{X) + (Ek' + l)/x3(A) + iak-1} 
1 
= (E£LI(\) + (Ek' + 1)/23(A) + iak'1} 
- 7 
(8.37) 
With similar calculations we have for n = 4. 
( ^ ( A ) + QfUW + iGa) F0(4) = (Ej%(\) + (Ek' + l)/t4(A) + iak-1) 
-7 
Combining (8.35)-(8.38) we obtain the entries of/C#(A). Similar calculations yield 
the expressions for fC^(X). 
The lemma is shown. • 
To formulate the next result, we need the following notations. 
= M A ) = (Efil(\) + i//i(A)/?)(/i?(A) + k'), 
= h22(X) = (Ej%(\) + »/i2(A)/?)(/2l(A) + A/), 
= (E/2|(A) + ^3(A)/?)(/i|(A) + A;'), 
= (F/il(A) + ^4(A)/3)(/i|(A) + ^ ) ) 
= 4^1 (A) = ££?(A) + (£*;' + l)/ii(A) + iafc"1, 
= /i42(A) = £/2|(A) + (Ek' + l)ji2(X) + iafc"1, 
= Ej%(\) + (Ek' + l)ftz(X) + iak'1, 
= Efi\(X) + (Ek' + l)/z4(A) + iak-1. 









) = hn(X) 
) = MA) 
) = h13(X) 























521(A) = -(Efi(X) - iM\)0)(fi(\) + *'), 
522(A) = -(Ej%(\) - ifi2(X)P)(ft(X) + k>), 
~(Efll(X)-ifl3(X)/3)(ill(X) + k'), 
-(E(il(X)-iii4(X)P)(ti(X) + k'), 
541(A) = Ejx\(A) + (£tf + l)Ai(A) - iock-\ 
542(A) = £7/ii(A) + (Ek' + 1)/X2(A) - i a £ - \ 
£/i|(A) + (££' + l)/x3(A) - iafc"1, 
S/2i(A) + ( £ # + 1)A4(A) - zafc-1. 
(8.39) 
Our next result is related to the explicit formula for £ R ( A ) = [1C~R(X)]~1)CR(X). 


























Proof. To calculate the entries of the matrix £ R ( A ) , we need a representation for 
\ 
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the matrix [/C (^A)] x. Using formulas (8.39) and (8.40) and taking into account that 
^23(A) = - 7 ^ 1 3 (A), ^24(A) = ~7^14(A), 
W A ) = - 7 ^ 3 3 (A), ^44 (A) = —yh34(X), 
(8.41) 



















Following calculations similar to the ones in the case of the left reflection matrix (p. 
77) we get that 
det[/C+(A)] = (1 +
 7)2[#i(A)G2(A) - Gi(X)H2(X)][HA{X)G3(X) - //3(A)G4(A)]. 
(8.43) 
We introduce the following notation: 
W(X) = ffi(A)G2(A) - Gi(A)ff2(A), V(A) = #4(A)G3(A) - tf3(A)G4(A). (8.44) 
Then, 
det[X:+(A)]=(l +
 7 ) 2 ^ ( A ) n A ) . (8.45) 
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For the entries of [/C (^A)] , we obtain the following representations: 
( ^ ( A ) ) - ( l , l ) = 7d
 + 7)g(A)G2(A)= 7G2(A) 
(1+7)2W(A)V(A) (1 +
 7)W(A) 
- + / i , - i , o. _ -G2(A)(1+7)V(A)_ <52(A) (/C+(A)r(l,2) (1 +
 7)2VT(A)F(A) (1 + 7)W(A)' 
k-i/i ON _ -7# 2 (A)(1+ 7 MA) -7Ha(A) 
(1 + 7)2W(A)V(A) (H-7)W(A) 
(^ (A)) - ( l ,4 ) = _ ^ ( A ) d + 7 M A ) = -F2(A) 
(1 +
 7)2W(A)V(A) (1+7)W(A) 
. + m , - i / 0 n _ G1(A)7(1 + 7)1/(A)_ -7Gx(A) ( ^ R ( A ) ) _ 1 ( 2 , 1 ) = 
(1 +
 7)W(A)1/(A) (1+7)W(A)' 
(X-(A))-(2,2) - - G i ( * ) ( W ( A ) = -Gi(A) , 
(1 + 7)2V(A)W(A) (1 +
 7)W(A) 
(^(A))-(2,3) = _ - 7 ^ ( A ) q
 + 7 y ( A ) = 7&(A) 
(1 + 7)2V(A)W(A) (1 +
 7)W(A) 
(^(A))-(2,4) = ^ ( A ) d + 7)£(A)
 = ft(A) 
(l + 7)2nA)^(A) (1 +
 7)W(A) (8 
(K;+(A))-(3,1) - - ^ (A) (1 + 7 W A ) = -fr(A) 
(1 + 7)2W(A)K(A) (1 + 7)V(A) 
(/CS(A))-(3,2) = _ - 5 4 ( A ) ( l + 7 ) y ( A ) = &(A) 
_ (1 + 7)2Vr(A)W(A) (1 + 7)V(A)] 
(^(A))-(3,3) = & W d + 7 W A ) = &(A) 
(l + 7)2nA)W(A) (1 + 7)V(A)] 
(^(A))-(3,4) - _ ^ ) d + 7 ) g ; (A) = -fr(A) 





G3(X) -G3(A)(1 + 7 ) ^ ( A ) _ 
(i +
 7yw(\)v(x) (i + 7)v(xy 
-G 3 (A)( l+ 7 )^ (A) ~G3(X) 
(1 +
 7)2V(A)W(A) (l + 7)l/(A) 
H3(X)(1+^)W(X) -H3(X) 
ji
 + 1yw(X)V(x) (i + i)v(xy 
H3(X)(1^)W(X) = H3(X) 
(1 +
 7)2W(A)V(A) (1 + 7)V(A)' 
(8.49) 
Based on formulas (8.40) for /CH(A) and (8.47)-(8.50) for [/C^(A)] we can calculate 
•MA) = [^ (A) ] - X ^(A) as 
^ R ( A ) = 
7 + 1 
<W(X) 
Gg(A) 










































To obtain the result of the lemma, it suffices to complete the above multiplication. 
The lemma is shown. • 
The main result of this section is the following statement. 
Theorem 8.3 The following asymptotic approximation as |A| —• 00 is valid for the 
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matrix-valued function E(A)K#(A)E(A), where K#(A) is the right reflection matrix: 
E(A)K«(A)E(A) = 
^ H wii(A) MaP u12(X) 0 0 
0
 ° WT$^ ^3(A) MaP u,34(A) 
(8.51) 
w/iere Ma/3 = ( ^ ^ f - " ^ ^ ««^ &e notation ^-(A), i = 1, • • • , 4, j = 1, • • • , 4, 
is used for the factor (1 + 0(A~2)) occuring in ith row and j t h column. 
Proof. Using formulas (8.39) and (5.23-5.26), we obtain the following asymptotic 
representations for all entries of the matrix JC^(X) from (8.43): 
H^X) = -{Ek' + /3Vki)(l + 0(\-2))0(\-2) = 0(\-2), 
H2(X) = (l + P^f&)(E'-k'){l + 0(\-2)), 
H3(X) = -Ek>[l + ^(8-§!§)}[-±(6-§£§)](l + 0(X-*)) = 0(X-% 
H4(X) = (l + (3^E')(E'-k')(l + 0(X-2)), 
Gi(A) = ili{X)(Eil2(X) + Ek' + l) + iak-1=i{Vk1 + ak-1)(l + 0(X-2)), 
G2{X) = il2(X){Eil2(X) + Ek' + l) + ia~k-1=i(s/Ek' + ak-1)(l + 0(X-2)), 
G3(A) = jl3(X){Efl2(X) + Ek' + l) + iak-1=i(y/k1 + ak-1)(l + 0{X-2)), . 
G4(A) = fa(\)(Ejil(\) + Ekf + l) + ak-1=yVEk/ + ak-1)(l + 0(\-2)). 
(8.52) 
Similarly, the asymptotic representation for the entries of /C^(A), using (8.40) and 
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(5.23-5.26) 








= (Ek' - /?v^)(l + 0(A-2))0(A-2) = 0(A-2), 
= -(l-P^E)(E'-k')(l + 0(X-2)), 
= M [i + jfc (6-§*§)] [-£ (* - g*f )] (1 + 0(A-)) = 0(A-2), 
= -(l-p^)(E'-k')(l + 0(X-*)), 
= /z!(A)(£;//2(A) + Ek' + 1) - zaAr1 = i ( v ^ - a / r 1 ) ^ + 0(A~2)), 
= fa(\)(Ej%(\) + Ek' + 1) - ia*"1 = i(y/Ek' - afc"1)^ + 0(A~2)), 
= fl3(X){E/ll(X) + Ek' + 1) - iak'1 = ii^/k1 - ak-1)^ + 0(A"2)), 
= /24(A)(£/2l(A) + Ek' + 1) - afc-1 = i(^Ek' - ak'1)^ + 0(X~2)). 
(8.53) 














= gi(A)G2(A)-Gi(A)H2(A) _ Gi(A)(l+Q(A-2)) 
Hi(A)G2(A)-Gi(A)H2(A) Gi(A)(l+0(A-2)) 
_ -H2(A)Gi(A)+Hi(A)G2(A) = 
Hi(A)G2(A)-Gi(A)ff2(A) 
_ Q(A~2) _ p / x - 2 \ ff3(A)G3(A)-i?3(A)G3(A) _ Q(A~2) 
_ 2(VEk'-a0y/Erk-1) /•, .
 n / - x - 2 \ \ 
~ ( v ^ + a f c - ^ l W E 7 / ? ) ^ "'" ^ A " ' 
= J?4(A)G3(A)-g3(A)G4(A) _ G3(A)(l-fO(A-2)) _ ( V F - a f c - 1 ) / , , ^ / * 
#4(A)G3(A)-tf3(A)G4(A) >G3(A)(l+0(A-2)) ( v ^ a f e " 1 ) *• ~1~ ^ 
A . 
0(A - 2 




H4(A)G3(A)-H3(A)G4(A) _ H4(A)G3(A)-H3(A)G4(A) = g4(A)(l+Q(A-2)) 
V(X) tf4(A)G3(A)-tf3(A)G4(A) tf4(A)(l+0(A-2)) , g ^ 
= T ^ d + 0(A-)). 
Substituting asymptotic formulas (8.53) and (8.54) into formula (8.41), we obtain the 
desired result. 
The theorem is completely shown. • 
Remark 8.4 We recall that the asymptotic approximation (8.52) for the right-reflection 
matrix has been derived by analyzing the reduced system of equations (8.9). However, 
by analyzing the original system (8.6) and (8.8) (not the reduced one), we would ar-
rive at the asymptotic approximation for the right-reflection matrix, which is similar 
to the matrix (8.52). However, in the right-reflection matrix corresponding to the 
complete (not reduced) system, there would be the factors <3(A-2) standing in place 
of zeros. So, without changing the notations, we claim that the actual multiple of the 
right-reflection matrix E (A)KR(A)E(A) has the following asymptotic approximation as 
|A| - • oo: 
E(A)K«(A)E(A) = 
$ y £ u,n(A) Me* «ia(A) 0(A-2) 0(A"2) 
°(A~2) I T T S T ^ ( A ) ° ( A ~ 2 ) ° ( A ~ 2 ) 
v-2\ VF-ak-1 0(A"2) 0(A- ) $ g j = i u;33(A) Ma0 u,34(A) 
W-2\ -1+y /E 7 / - 1 O(A-2) O(A-2) o(v ) - t^:10 ^4(A) 
(8.55) 
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C H A P T E R IX 
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
As follows from Chapter 7, the main equation that yields asymptotical distribution 
of the eigenvalues of the problem is Eq.(7.8) called the main spectral equation. Since 
det [KL(A)] ^ 0, we rewrite this equation in the equivalent form 
det [KL(A) - KR(X)] = 0, (9.1) 
where the asymptotical representations as |A| —• oo for the matrices KL(A) and KR(A) 
are given by formulas (7.38) and (8.51) respectively. It is convenient to denote the 
exponential factors of the matrix E(A) from (8.14) by 
e^
A> =
 ej(A), j = l , . . . , 4 . (9.2) 































































































































































































































The factors Uij(\) in (9.3) have meanings similar to the ones of u>ij(\) introduced in 
(8.52). 
We already know that Eq.(9.3) has a countable set of roots of a finite multiplic-
ity each. Let {\k}kzz', Z' = Z \ {0}, be the aforementioned set of roots counting 
multiplicities. Our first result is the following statement. 
Lemma 9.1 The set of roots of Eq.(9.3) is located in a strip on the complex plane 
C parallel to the real axis, i.e., 
|3Afc| < Co < oo, (9.5) 
with Co being an absolute constant whose precise value is immaterial for us. 
Proof. Using contradiction argument, we assume that there exists a subsequence 
{\kn}nev s u c n that IQ'AfcJ —> oo as \n\ —* oo. This assumption means that either 
there exists an infinite subsequence {\km}m€Z' such that SAfcm —> oo as \m\ —• oo, or 
there exists a subsequence {Xkp}pez> such that SA^ —• —oo as |p| —> oo. 
Let us, consider the first possibility. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
^s\km - ^ o o a s m - > oo. Using the explicit formulas for e.,(A), j = 1, • • • , 4, we obtain 




Eq.(9.3) can be represented in the form as m —> oo 
Afa(l + o(l)) Ma / 3(l+o(l)) 0(A-2) 0(A~2) 
0(A-2) M ^ l + ^ l ) ) 0(A-2) 0(A"2) 
0(A-2) 0(A-2) MQ(l + o(l)) o(l) 
0(A-2) 0(A"2) 0(A-2) M0(l + o(l)) 
= 0, A = A* (9.6) 
However, it is clear that the absolute value of this determinant is bounded below and 
stays away from zero. This means that the first possibility cannot be realized. 
Let us consider the second possibility, i.e., there exists an infinite sequence {A^ } of 
roots of Eq.(9.3) such that $s\kp —> —oo as p —> oo. At the points of this sequence, we 
have |ej(Afcp)| —• oo, as p —> oo. With such a behavior of the exponential functions, 
the left-hand side of Eq.(9.3) tends to infinity as p —• oo. It means that Eq.(9.3) 
cannot have Afep as its root if p is large enough. This statement completes the proof. 
The lemma is shown. • 






























































It is not difficult to show that Eq.(9.7) can be written as follows 
(e2(A) - Ma) (e2(A) + Mp) (e2(A) + Ma) (e*(A) + Mp) + g(\) = 0, (9.8) 
where g(X) is an analytic function of A having the following estimate in the aforemen-
tioned strip: 
g(\) = 0(A-2). (9.9) 
In what follows, we will derive formulas for the roots of the model equation 
(e2(A) - Ma) (et(X) + Mp) (e2(A) + Ma) (e\{\) + Mp) = 0, (9.10) 
and then using Rouche's Theorem [23] we will show that the sets of the roots of 
Eqs.(9.8) and (9.10) are asymptotically close. 
Lemma 9.2 The set of the roots of Eq. (9.3) asymptotically splits into two pairs of 
branches. Each pair of branches is asymptotically close to a certain horizontal line. 
If\Ma\ 7^  \Mp\, then these horizontal lines are separated. The following formulas are 








y/k' — ak x 
\fk' + ak~x 
y/E~fP + l 
V&(3-1 + 
7r + arg(Mp) <, nn 
2\fEL \ y/EL -$x^w- + 0(jr
1), n e z ' , (9.12) 
= A« + 0(A'1), Ai4)=Ai2) + 0(A-1). (9.13) 
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Proof. Using formulas (5.23) and (5.24) of Lemma 5.3, we obtain from (9.10) the 
following two equations for the first and second branches respectively: 
exp[2iVJ?\L(l + 0(\~2))] = Ma, (9.14) 
exp\2i\fEi\L(l + 0(\-2))] = -M0. (9.15) 





 = Ma + 0(\-1), e2i^ELX = -M0 + O(\-1). (9.16) 





 = Ma has the set of roots given explicitly as 
An = — L r _ l n | M a | - 1 + - ^ - + - ^ - , n e Z , (9.17) 
where tpa is an argument of the complex number Ma. In particular, <pa = 0 for 
Ma > 0 and (pa = n for Ma < 0. We note that all roots given by (9.17) are located 
in the upper half-plane since |M a | _ > 1. 
Now we prove that the roots of the first equation of (9.16) are asymptotically close 
to the roots of the model equation. Let us represent this equation in the form 
fiVVLX _
 Ma = g a W i ( 9 1 8 ) 
\ 
where an analytic function ga{ty can be estimated in the strip |9fA| < -T=J lnlM^! - 1 
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as follows: 
ba(A) |<C"|A|- 1 (9.19) 
with some absolute constant C. Our goal is to show that for n > N 3> 1, each point 
An can be surrounded by a circle CRn(Xn) centered at Xn and having radius Rn = ^-
in such a way that on this circle the following estimate holds (the constant C" will 
be specified later): 
\ga(X)\<\ei^LX-Ma\, \eCRn(\n), n>N. (9.20) 
Having estimate (9.20) and using Rouche's Theorem [23] we obtain that the two 
equations, (9.18) and the model equation, have the same number of roots in each disk 
surrounded by a circle C.Rn(An), i.e., precisely one. In other words, estimate (9.20) 
yields the following asymptotic representation for the roots {Xn }nez 
A ^ A ^ + CKn'1). (9.21) 
Let us prove (9.20). If A G CRn(Xn) then it can be represented in the form A = 
An + Rn^, 0 < if < 2ir, and we have 
eiVk>Lk _ fy[ _ &iSk''L\neis/k''LRne^ _ j ^ _ 
(9.22) 
eiVwLkn (x + i^,LRn + 0(An - 2)) - Ma ^ iVk'LMaRn + 0(X~2). 
From (9.22), it follows that if the constant C" (Rn = C"/n) is chosen in such a way 
that C" = 2 C (VVL\Ma\) , then estimate (9.20) holds on each circle CRn(Xn), 
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which implies relation (6.21). 
Completing similar steps for the equation ef(A) + Mp = 0, we obtain (9.12). 
The lemma is shown. • 
Now we are in a position to finalize the proof of the main result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. To complete the proof of the theorem, we turn to Eq.(9.18) 
and show that addition of the function g(X) to Eq.(9.10) will not change the asymp-
totical representations obtained in Lemma 9.2. The main tool in the proof is the 
Rouche's Theorem. Let us take any distant root of Eq.(9.20), An, n ^> 1. Since 
\Ma\ ^ \Mp\, one can easily show that at the e-vicinity of the horizontal asymptote 
9 A =
 2JpL In |M a | _ 1 , the following estimates hold: 
\4(X) + M0\^1, \e24(X) + Mp\ ^ 1. (9.23) 
Estimate (9.23) yields a new form of Eq.(9.10), i.e., 
(e?(A) - Ma) (4(X) - Ma) = g(X), (9.24) 
with the function g(X) having similar properties, i.e., g(X) = 0(A~2) for A from the 
aforementioned strip. Eq.(9.24) is completely similar to Eq.(9.18) whose analysis has 
been carried out in Lemma 9.2. Arguing the same way, we obtained the asymptotical 
approximations for the remaining three spectral,branches. 
The theorem is completely shown. • 
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CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS OF FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
The results we have obtained so far are consistent with known experimental facts 
on carbon nanotubes. For instance, we have shown that the spectrum of Ca/3 con-
sists of a countable set of normal eigenvalues (i.e. each eigenvalue is isolated and of 
finite multiplicity). The entire set of the eigenvalues asymptotically split into four 
branches. We obtained the asymptotical distribution for each branch as the number 
of eigenvalue tends to infinity. Along each branch, the spectrum is a set of asymptot-
ically equidistant complex eigenvalues. The leading term in the asymptotics of every 
branch has the same feature: it does not contain a specific parameter that reflects the 
strength of the Van der Waals forces. The latter fact is consistent with the statement 
from engineering literature that Van der Waals forces are "weak". 
Also, we showed that when the boundary parameters a and /5 are zeros, then 
the spectrum of the corresponding dynamics generator £0o is asymptotically close to 
the spectrum, of a self-adjoint operator. This self-adjoint operator can be obtained 
from £0o by setting the Van der Waals forces\to zero. The closeness of the two 
spetra supports an "engineering statement" that vibrations of a multi-walled carbon 
nanotube go almost without energy loss. 
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Future research includes the following topics. 
• Investigation of "geometric" properties of the set of roots vectors, such as min-
imality, completeness, and unconditional basis property in the state space. 
• Extension of the asymptotic results to the more general case of the boundary 
parameters. 
• Derivation of the spectral asymptotics for the "critical" values of the boundary 
parameters. 
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